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“… it cannot be now many years, if the investigations go on at the 

present rate, before the breeder will be in a position not so very 

different from that in which the chemist is:… when he will be able to 

do what he wants to do, instead of merely what happens to turn up.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

William Bateson, “Practical Aspects of the New Discoveries in Heredity.” 

Address to the international Conference on Plant Breeding and Hybridization, 

New York City, Aug. 30-Sept. 2, 1902 
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General Introduction 

1. General Introduction 
 

The Need for new Plant Varieties 

Since the 1960s, the human world population has more than doubled from 3 billion 

to currently more than 6 billion and it is estimated to reach 8 billion by the year 2025 

(Vaupel et al., 1998). At the same time, the amount of arable land is decreasing due to  

diversion to nonfarm uses, such as urban or industrial development or natural phenomena 

such as expanding deserts. Therefore, the only option is to produce more food on less land 

to meet the needs of the increasing population. Thus, the critical importance of ecologically 

sustainable advances in the productivity and profitability of major farming systems is evi-

dent. At present, the average yield increase of major crops such as maize (Zea mays L.) 

(Duvick and Cassman, 1999), rice (Oryza sativa L.) (Mann, 1997; Vasil, 1998), soybean 

(Glycine max L.) (Ustun et al., 2001) or wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Reynolds et al., 

1999) amounts to approx. 0.5 - 1.5% per year. This yield increase is the result of improve-

ments in soil cultivation, fertilization, and plant protection, but also to a large extent by 

continuous breeding progress made by plant breeders for all crops, because 50% of the 

yearly yield increase in crop production is attributed to genetic modification and selection. 

Therefore, plant breeding is playing a key role in this process, because the average yield 

increase of major crops is currently slightly lower than the growth rate of the world popu-

lation of currently approx. 1.8% p.a. (Daily et al., 1998). Consequently, the particular  

importance of the continuous development of new plant varieties in all major crops is ob-

vious to contribute to improvements in quantity, quality, and cost of satisfying the require-

ments for food, fuel, fiber and for raw materials for industry (Tanksley and McCouch, 

1997).  

 

The Need for legal Protection of new Plant Varieties 

Plant breeding aims at modifying plants genetically in a way to adapt them better to 

the specified needs of the people (Becker, 1993) and requires extensive crossing programs 

and sophisticated selection strategies. Thus, procedures of breeding new crop varieties are 

time-consuming and expensive, e.g., the development of a new maize hybrid takes up to 15 
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General Introduction 

years and requires monetary investments of up to 5.000.000 US$ (Troyer et al., 2002).  

Expenditures of more than one billion US$ were achieved in 2000 only by US plant bree-

ding companies, combined with a research and development quota (R&D-quota) of 

approx. 15%, which makes plant breeding one of the most research intensive business 

fields (Heisey et al., 1999). 

Biological organisms including plants are characterized by the ability to reproduce 

or replicate itself. This attribute faces plant breeders with special problems since the  

release of propagating material of variety to growers enables them in many cases to repro-

duce the variety without further recourse to the breeder. In addition, the breeder’s competi-

tors can secure supplies of propagating material and compete in a short time profiting from 

the breeding effort of the breeder of the original variety over many years. In order to secure 

an appropriate reward for the investments made, it is important to protect plant varieties in 

the best possible way against plagiarism and misuse as intellectual properties of the bree-

ders (International Seed Federation, 2002). This protection can either be warranted by  

requesting patent protection for new plant varieties, as is possible e.g. in the USA, or by 

applying for plant varietal protection (PVP). 

 

Plant varietal Protection within the UPOV-System 

Besides patents, many countries have established systems whereby exclusive rights 

of exploitation are granted to the breeders of new varieties in order to provide breeders 

with an opportunity to receive a reasonable return on past investments. Furthermore, PVP 

systems were implemented to provide an incentive for continued or increased investment 

in the future and to recognize the moral right of the innovator to be recognized as such and 

his economic right to receive remuneration for his efforts.  

The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) is a 

union of states which have agreed to grant exclusive rights of exploitation to the breeders 

of new plant varieties on an internationally harmonized basis. Currently, 52 countries 

joined the UPOV convention (UPOV, 1961) and implemented their legal regulations into 

their national PVP acts. Accordingly, a variety needs to be distinguishable from all other 

varieties of the same crop, uniform, new, and stable to receive the privilege of PVP, as  
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General Introduction 

assessed with the testing procedures for distinctness, uniformity and stability (DUS). These 

well-defined procedures for DUS-testing relying on morphological and biochemical traits 

are the basis of PVP for numerous crops. 

 

The “Breeders’ Exemption” 

Apart from the protection against misuse, however, a variety needs to be freely 

available to all breeders as a germplasm resource to secure sustainable breeding progress. 

Therefore, the principle of the “breeder’s exemption” was implemented into the 1978 act 

of the UPOV convention (UPOV, 1978), enabling breeders to use protected varieties for 

the purpose of producing new varieties. Accordingly, any protected variety may be freely 

used as a source of initial variation in breeding programs to develop further varieties and 

any such variety may itself be protected and exploited without any obligation on the part of 

its breeder. 

For the purpose of breeding new varieties, the breeder’s exemption is a fundamen-

tal aspect of the UPOV system of PVP and represents the main difference between PVP 

and patents. It warrants a continuous breeding progress on the basis of the PVP system and 

recognizes that real progress in breeding, which for the benefit of society must be the goal 

of intellectual property rights in this field, relies on access to the latest improvements and 

new variation. Therefore, access is warranted to all breeding materials in the form of mo-

dern varieties, as well as landraces and wild species, to achieve the greatest progress and is 

only possible if protected varieties are available for further breeding. 

 

Misuse of the Breeders’ Exemption 

Recently, newly developed methods and strategies have created the technical basis 

for a misuse of the breeder’s exemption. Among others, these methods comprise repeated 

(marker-assisted) backcrossing to protected varieties, the addition of one or few genes to 

protected varieties by genetic engineering, reselection within protected varieties (e.g., se-

lection for natural or induced mutants within ornamental crops) and the generation of 

“cosmetic” variation within a protected variety, (e.g., generation of somaclonal variants by 

repeated tissue culture cycles or selection of clones within synthetics) (Knaak et al., 1996). 
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General Introduction 

These techniques provide the possibility to undermine the PVP system in the original  

intention of the UPOV convention, which implied to support classical, creative plant 

breeding. Therefore, it has become possible to plagiarize protected varieties without  

indemnification for the breeders of the corresponding original varieties and very little ge-

netic variation is created. 

 

Essentially Derived Varieties 

The concept of essentially derived varieties (EDVs) was implemented into the 1991 

act of the UPOV convention to prevent plagiarized breeding and to allow at the same time 

the use of protected varieties for the development of new cultivars. A variety is deemed to 

be essentially derived from an initial variety (IV) when it is (i) predominantly derived from 

the IV, or from a variety that is itself predominantly derived from the IV, while retaining 

the expression of the essential characteristics that result from the genotype or combination 

of genotypes of the initial variety, (ii) it is clearly distinguishable from the initial variety 

and (iii) except for differences, which result from the act of derivation, it conforms to the 

initial variety in the expression of essential characteristics that result from the genotype or 

combination of genotypes of the initial variety (UPOV, 1991). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

essentially derived 
variety 

0.0 
Genetic distance (GD) to initial variety 

zone of non-derivation (independence) 

zone of uncertainty 

zone of non-distinctness or indisputable essential derivation 

Initial variety

? independent  
variety 

Figure 1: The concept of different thresholds to discriminate between essentially derived 
and independent varieties based on their GD according to an initial variety. 
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According to ASSINSEL, (1999a), a worldwide association of plant breeders, a  

variety is essentially derived if all three criteria are met. If one of the criteria is not ful-

filled, there is no essential derivation. In contrast to DUS testing for PVP, which is per-

formed by governmental organizations, the breeder of the IV is supposed to supply evi-

dence that a new variety was essentially derived from the IV. To prove a predominant deri-

vation, either a directly documented evidence will be necessary (Gilliland et al., 2000), or 

forensic approaches will have to be applied, similar to those applied in human genetics for 

detecting parentage (Gill et al., 1995; Graham et al., 2000). Distinctness will most likely be 

observed by DUS-testing, however, no consensus has currently been achieved regarding 

the methods to be used for determining the expression of the essential characteristics and to 

observe the genetic conformity between IVs and EDVs.  

In addition, the breeders have not yet agreed on accepted or non-accepted breeding 

procedures yielding independently derived varieties (IDVs) or EDVs, respectively. In par-

ticular, the number of acceptable backcrosses to a protected variety without generating an 

EDV has not been fixed for all major crops including maize. Therefore, appropriate meth-

ods to identify EDVs have not been defined, because a detailed comparison of all eligible 

identification methods has not been performed so far. Theoretically, genetic distances 

(GDs) based on molecular markers, morphological traits as used for DUS testing, probabi-

listic values such as the coancestry coefficient (Malécot, 1948), or other descriptors like 

heterosis or combining ability  could serve for identification of EDVs because they all pro-

vide information on the relatedness of cultivars (International Seed Federation, 2002). Due 

to this lack of knowledge, thresholds to distinguish between IVs and EDVs have not yet 

been defined (Fig. 1.). Thus, the EDV concept was implemented into practical plant bree-

ding only for very few crops, such as lettuce (International Seed Federation, 2003), but is 

still not used for all major crops, including maize. 

 

Identification of EDVs  

As the concept of essential derivation is rather based on genotypes than on pheno-

types, the use of scientifically reliable methods to observe GDs is required by breeding 

organizations, such as ASSINSEL, (1999b). Therefore, justiciable criteria have to be de-
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veloped and validated because of the legal consequences for infringing PVP granted within 

the UPOV-system. 

Genetic fingerprints based on molecular marker data proved to be reliable tools to 

determine parentage and to identify crime suspects in humans (Gill et al., 1995; Graham et 

al., 2000). Like in criminology, molecular markers became key instruments in the plant 

breeding sector to evaluate the illegal use of germplasm (Martin et al., 1991). Therefore, 

molecular markers were proposed repeatedly as suitable tools to identify essential deriva-

tion in all major crops (ASSINSEL, 1999a; Bernardo and Kahler, 2001; Knaak et al., 1996; 

Roldan Ruiz et al., 2000; Smith and Smith, 1989b), as they provide a direct measure of the 

true relatedness of two cultivars.  

In barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), restriction fragment length polymorphisms 

(RFLPs) (Graner et al., 1994) as well as amplified fragment length polymorphisms 

(AFLPs) (Schut et al., 1997) or simple sequence repeats (SSRs) (Russell et al., 1997) were 

successfully used to separate spring from winter cultivars. In wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) 

RFLP and SSR markers were applied to divide germplasm into high and low quality types 

(Bohn et al., 1999) or to evaluate close pedigree relationships (Plaschke et al., 1995). In 

addition, all studies yielded significant correlations between the coancestry coefficient (f) 

(Malécot, 1948) and GDs and were consequently useful for revealing pedigree relation-

ships among cultivars.  

As shown in all other major crops, molecular markers proved to be an important 

tool for studying genetic relationships of inbred lines within and between gene pools in 

maize (Zea mays L.). GDs based on molecular marker data were used to evaluate genetic 

diversity and to divide germplasm into gene pools. It was shown that GD values revealed 

by RFLPs (Messmer et al., 1993) as well as random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) 

(Hahn et al., 1995), AFLPs (Lübberstedt et al., 2000) or SSRs (Smith et al., 1997) are ade-

quate estimates for the underlying pedigree relationships. Furthermore, Lübberstedt et al. 

(2000) and Pejic et al. (1998) demonstrated that GDs revealed by different marker systems 

were significantly correlated among each other and with f .  

Hypothetically, f itself could be used for identification of EDVs, because it yields 

an estimator of the relationship between two genotypes and reflects the breeding procedure 

applied to derive a potential EDV from an IV. However, use of f is associated with several 
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major drawbacks, as it is only the expected value of the genetic similarity (1-GD) of two 

individuals and provides no information on the true genetic relatedness (Messmer et al., 

1993). In addition, f is based on assumptions that are mostly unrealistic (Melchinger et al., 

1991), e.g., all lines in the pedigree pathway are homogeneous and homozygous, lines with 

no common parentage have f=0, or lines derived from a cross obtained half of the genome 

from each parent. Moreover, reliable pedigree data will most likely be unavailable in case 

of a suspected EDV. 

The estimation of the conformity of the essential characteristics by the use of phe-

notypic data, such as morphological traits or heterosis, has been proposed and is still under 

debate (ASSINSEL, 1999a). Hitherto, accurate morphological and agronomic descriptions 

of cultivars and varieties are the basis of world-wide PVP systems and assure farmers and 

breeders that they are using clearly identifiable varieties to high standards of purity and 

quality (Smith and Smith, 1989a). In addition, numerous studies showed significant corre-

lations between midparent heterosis and the coefficient of parentage (f) (Melchinger, 1999; 

Smith et al., 1991). For these reasons, proponents of morphological traits or heterosis for 

identifications of EDVs argue that phenotypic information provides the basis for PVP and 

should, thus, also be used for identification of EDVs. 

Critical data on the scientific reliability for all kinds of distance measures, as  

requested by ASSINSEL (1999b) is still lacking. Potential reproducibility problems of  

molecular marker data were investigated by Jones et al. (1997), who reported scoring dif-

ferences of up to 2 base pairs (bp) among the same SSR fragments detected by different 

laboratories. In sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) and wild Beta species, a reproducibility of 

AFLP bands of 97.6 % was determined by performing all necessary analytical steps twice 

(Hansen et al., 1999). In contrast to these results, Jones et al. (1997) and Bagley et al. 

(2001) reported an extremely high reproducibility of AFLP bands close to 100%. In addi-

tion, the relationship between morphological distances and GDs based on molecular mar-

kers or the coancestry coefficient (f) in maize was observed to be triangular instead of li-

near (Dillmann and Guérin, 1998). Furthermore, associations among maize inbred lines on 

the basis of morphology were not correlated with distance measures derived from heterosis 

or pedigree data (Smith and Smith, 1989b). However, no detailed comparison of GDs 

based on molecular markers, morphological data, and heterosis on their ability to accu-

rately identify EDVs is available hitherto.  
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Objectives  

The main goal of this study was to examine the usefulness of molecular markers, 

morphological traits, and heterosis for identifying EDVs in maize. In detail, the objectives 

of this thesis were to (1) investigate genetic and technical sources of variation in SSR and 

AFLP data within maize inbred lines and assess their impact on identification of EDVs, (2) 

analyze factors influencing GDs based on SSRs and AFLPs between related maize inbred 

lines, (3) investigate the power of SSR- and AFLP-based GD estimates for discriminating 

between progenies derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 populations, (4) exemplify the theoreti-

cal and simulated results of the statistical theory introduced by Bohn et al. (2003) with  

experimental data, (5) compare the results observed for molecular markers to those ob-

tained with morphological traits and heterosis, and (6) draw conclusions with regard to a 

detailed comparison of the various distance measures and EDV thresholds suggested in the 

literature. 
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Abstract

Genetic distances (GDs) based on molecular markers are important parameters for identifying essentially derived
varieties (EDVs). In this context information about the variability of molecular markers within maize inbred
lines is essential. Our objectives were to (1) determine the variation in the size of simple sequence repeat (SSR)
fragments among different accessions of maize inbreds and doubled haploid (DH) lines, (2) attribute the ob-
served variation to genetic and marker system-specific sources, and (3) investigate the effect of SSR fragment
size differences within maize lines on the GD between maize lines and their consequences for the identification
of essentially derived varieties. Two to five accessions from nine inbred lines and five DH lines were taken from
different sources or drawn as independent samples from the same seed lot. Each accession was genotyped with
100 SSR markers that evenly covered the whole maize genome. In total, 437 SSR fragments were identified,
with a mean of 4.4 alleles per locus. The average polymorphic information content (PIC) was 0.58. GD estimates
between two accessions of the same genotype ranged from 0.00 to 0.12 with an average of 0.029 for inbred lines
and 0.001 for DH lines. An average of 11.1 SSRs was polymorphic between accessions of the same inbred line
due to non-amplification (8.1 SSRs), heterogeneity (4.0 SSRs) or unknown alleles (2.6 SSRs). In contrast to lab
errors, heterogeneity contributed considerably to the observed variation for GD. In order to decrease the prob-
ability to be suited for infringing an EDV threshold by chance, we recommend to increase the level of homoge-
neity of inbred lines before applying for plant variety protection.

Introduction

According to the International Union for the Protec-
tion of new Varieties of Plants (UPOV) convention, a
variety is deemed to be essentially derived from an
initial variety if it is (i) predominantly derived and (ii)
clearly distinguishable from the initial variety and
(iii) genetically conform to the initial variety (UPOV
1991). The genetic conformity between initial and es-
sentially derived varieties is considered to be the main
important element within the concept of essentially
derived varieties (EDV) (ASSINSEL 1999). There-
fore, this concept should be based on genotypic in-

formation and the genetic distance (GD) between va-
rieties is one of the key parameters to distinguish
between essentially derived and independent variet-
ies.

Genetic distances based on molecular marker data
proved to be adequate estimates for the pedigree re-
lationships in all major crops. Especially in maize,
numerous studies yielded significant correlations be-
tween GDs obtained by molecular markers and the
coefficient of coancestry (Lübberstedt et al. 2000;
Smith et al. 1997). For this reason, molecular mark-
ers, particularly amplified fragment length polymor-
phisms (AFLPs) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs),
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were proposed to be an appropriate tool to verify es-
sential derivation in plant varieties (Smith et al. 1991;
Knaak et al. 1996; ASSINSEL 2000).

Plant breeders did not yet implement the EDV con-
cept into their breeding procedures due to the lack of
suitable crop specific thresholds. EDV thresholds
have to be crop specific to take into account the vary-
ing degree of polymorphism among the different crop
species. For example, the proportion of alleles at
marker loci alike in state between unrelated varieties
is much smaller in maize than in barley or tomato (Qi
and Lindhout 1997; Bernardo et al. 1997; Grandillo
et al. 1999).

Because of the legal consequences scientifically
reliable criteria have to be developed for the discrim-
ination of essentially derived and independent variet-
ies. Therefore, highest accuracy and reproducibility of
GD estimates are mandatory. Potential reproducibil-
ity problems were investigated by Jones et al. (1997),
who reported scoring differences of up to 2 bp among
SSR fragments. In addition, information on the sta-
bility of molecular marker data over several genera-
tions of maintenance breeding is scanty.

The objectives of this study were to
• determine the variation in the size of SSR frag-

ments among different accessions of maize in-
breds and doubled haploid (DH) lines,

• attribute the observed variation to genetic and
marker system-specific sources, and

• investigate the effect of SSR fragment size dif-
ferences within maize lines on the GD between
maize lines and their consequences for the iden-
tification of essentially derived varieties.

Material & methods

Plant materials

For nine maize inbred lines, six from the flint and
three from the dent pool, and five DH lines from the
dent pool, two to five accessions per line were finger-
printed (Table 1). Accessions were obtained from dif-
ferent generations of maintenance breeding con-
ducted by the University of Hohenheim (UHOH) and
three commercial breeding companies (B1–B3). Two
accessions per DH line were obtained by drawing two
independent samples of 20 kernels out of the same
seed lot. The DH lines were derived from the cross
of inbred lines RG2302 and 69117 by in-vivo-haploid

induction (Deimling et al. 1997) with a subsequent
colchicine treatment for chromosome doubling.

Maintenance breeding at the UHOH was per-
formed by ear to row selection starting with the self-
ing of a single S5 or S6 ear per inbred line (Simmonds
and Smartt 1999). In the further course of this proce-
dure, one ear per row was selected per generation for
maintaining the inbred line, whereas the other ears of
the same homogeneous row were bulked for seed pro-
duction. Thus, all individuals of one inbred line traced
back to a single S5 or S6 ear.

All accessions of inbred lines were phenotypically
homogeneous in field observation trials according to
the regulations of the German Plant Variety Office
and showed at least 95% of identical bands in an
analysis of storage proteins conducted by isoelectric
focusing following the rules of the International Seed
Testing Association. Phenotypic evaluation was done
at the UHOH experimental station at Eckartsweier,
Germany, and the storage protein analyses were per-
formed by the national agricultural research institute
(LUFA) at Augustenberg, Germany, in 1999.

SSR analyses

DNA fingerprinting was performed with a standard
marker set of 100 publicly available SSR markers that
provide an even coverage of the maize genome (Fig-
ure 1). Fifteen seeds per accession were planted in a
single pot for DNA extraction. Equal quantities of
leaf material of 10 plants per accession were har-
vested at the 3 to 4 leaf stage. The leaf material was
mixed and DNA was extracted using a modified
Hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB)
procedure (Saghai Maroof et al. 1984). Electrophore-
sis was performed with an ABI Prism™ 377 DNA
Sequencer using 5% polyacrylamid gels with 96
lanes. Internal fragment size standards were used in
each lane to increase accuracy of DNA fragment size
determination. The size of each DNA fragment was
determined automatically by using the GeneScan®
software and assigned to specific alleles by the Geno-
typer® software.

The 100 SSRs were selected based on robust sin-
gle-locus amplification, absence of null alleles, high
degree of polymorphism, and high reproducibility of
the results. Seventy of the 100 SSRs contained di-
nucleotide repeat motifs, whereas the other 30 mark-
ers consisted of tri- to octa-nucleotide repeats. The
development of the SSR set and the SSR analyses
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were performed by Celera (1756 Picasso Avenue,
Davis, CA 95616, USA).

Distinction of different cases of SSR results for
various causes of variation

In order to distinguish different causes of variation for
SSR results, the following distinction of disjunctive
cases for each possible pairwise comparison of acces-
sions of the same inbred or DH line was developed
(Table 2).

Case 1 = The two accessions of a given line are
homogeneous for the same allele A. This case is de-
noted as the normal case.

Case 2 = Both accessions are heterogeneous for
the same alleles A and B.

Case 3 = Both accessions have the same allele A
and one accession has an additional allele B.

Case 4 = One accession is homogeneous for allele
A and one accession is heterogeneous carrying alleles
B and C.

Case 5 = Both accessions are heterogeneous with
only allele A in common.

Case 6 = Both accessions are heterogeneous with
no allele in common.

Case 7 = One accession is heterogeneous and a
missing value or null allele M occurs in the other ac-
cession.

Case 8 = One accession is homogeneous and a
missing value or null allele M occurs in the other ac-
cession.

Case 9 = A missing value or null allele M occurs
in both accessions.

Case 10 = The two accessions are homogeneous
for different alleles.

Table 1. List of genotypes fingerprinted with 100 SSRs.

Accessions

Line Type† Pool No. Type‡ Source

D146 IL Flint 3 1991, 1998, B3 bulk

D149 IL Flint 4 1994, 1998, B1, B3 bulk

D171 IL Flint 4 1994, 1998, B1, B3 bulk

D503 IL Flint 2 1991, 1998 bulk

DK105 IL Flint 4 1970 (1988)§, 1980 (1988), 1991, 1996 bulk

UH002 IL Flint 3 S6, S6:11, S6:11
# ear

D06 IL Dent 5 1988, 1994, 1998, B1, B2 bulk

UH200 IL Dent 3 S5, S5:10, S5:9 ear

UH300 IL Dent 3 S5, S5:9, S5:9 ear

RG2302¶ IL Dent 1

69117 IL Dent 1

941118†† HY Dent 1

ZS264 DH Dent 2 2 repetitions‡‡ ear

ZS265 DH Dent 2 2 repetitions ear

ZS337 DH Dent 2 2 repetitions ear

ZS467 DH Dent 2 2 repetitions ear

ZS595 DH Dent 2 2 repetitions ear

† Line derivation: IL, inbred line; DH, doubled haploid line; HY, F1 hybrid.
‡ Accession types: year, year of seed maintenance performed by the UHOH maize program; B1–B3, line-maintenance performed by com-
mercial breeders B1, B2, and B3.
§ Maintenance breeding performed in 1970 and 1980 combined with one selfing generation in 1988 to maintain seed viability.
# Seeds of one S5 or S6 plant and two different S9, S10, or S11 plants derived from the particular S5 or S6 plant were used.
¶ Parental lines of F1 hybrid 941118.
†† Parental source of all ZS lines.
‡‡ Two independent samples from the second selfing generation of the same seed lot were fingerprinted.
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Statistical analyses

The polymorphic information content (PIC) was cal-
culated for each SSR marker according to the formula
of Botstein et al. (1980),

PIC � 1 � ��
i � 1

n

pi
2�� �

i � 1

n � 1

�
j � i � 1

n

2 pi
2 pj

2,

where pi and pj are the frequencies of the ith and jth

allele of a given marker, respectively. Genetic dis-
tances were calculated using the Dice coefficient (Nei
and Li 1979). In the case of missing values, i.e., one
or several primer pairs did not yield an amplification
product in one accession, the corresponding alleles of
the other accession were not used for GD calculation.
The cluster analysis was performed with the distance
matrix using the UPGMA method (Nei et al. 1983).
The reliability of the cluster was assessed by apply-
ing a bootstrap procedure (Efron 1979).

The fit of observed heterogeneity with the values
from expected heterozygosity in S5 or S6 and S9, S10,
or S11 generations was evaluated with a �2 test. Het-
erogeneity was defined as the number of marker loci
that were not homozygous. Differences between di-
nucleotide repeats and SSRs with larger repeat motifs
with regard to PIC values, number of alleles per
marker, level of heterogeneity, number of fragment

Figure 1. SSR markers used in the present study and their map positions.

Table 2. Distinction of different cases of SSR results for various
causes of variation. Letters A, B, C, and D represent different al-
leles for a given marker locus, M represents a missing value. Ac-
cessions 1 and 2 denote two accessions of the same inbred or DH
line.

Case†

Accession 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 A A+B A A A+B A+B A+B A M A

2 A A+B A+B B+C A+C C+D M M M B

† For a detailed description of the cases see Materials and Meth-
ods.
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size differences, and number of null alleles were
tested with a t-test.

PIC values were calculated using the Cervus com-
puter program (Marshall et al. 1998), estimation of
GDs and cluster analysis were performed with the
NTSYS-PC software package (Rohlf 1989). The
bootstrap procedure was carried out with the Winboot
computer program (Yap and Nelson 1996). The SAS
software package was used for all other statistical cal-
culations (SAS Institute 1988).

Results

Characterization of markers

A total of 437 SSR alleles were identified. The num-
ber of alleles per marker varied from 1 to 9 with an
average of 4.4 alleles per marker. Only marker bn-
lg1605 on chromosome 3 was monomorphic across
all accessions. PIC values of polymorphic markers
varied from 0.25 to 0.82 with an average of 0.58.

Genetic relationships of accessions within maize
lines

The GD between two accessions of the same line
ranged between 0.00 and 0.12 for inbred lines and
between 0.00 and 0.01 for DH lines. The mean GD
between accessions of the same line varied from 0.01
to 0.08 for inbred lines (Table 3). The average of the
GD means was 0.03 for inbred lines and 0.00 for DH
lines. The dendrograms obtained from UPGMA clus-
ter analyses on the basis of GD estimates resulted in
a clear separation of flint and dent inbred lines (Fig-
ure 2).

Sources of variation

Case 1: Normal case
For different accessions of a given inbred line, the
average number of markers displaying the normal
case varied from 78.7 for DK105 with 6 pairwise
comparisons to 95.0 for D503 with 1 pairwise com-
parison (Table 4). Across the sets of DH lines, an av-
erage number of 92.0 loci showed the normal case,
ranging from 87 for ZS265 to 98 for ZS337. Thirty-
five SSR markers showed the normal case across all
pairwise comparisons of accessions within all inbred
or DH lines.

Cases 2–7: Heterogeneity
The number of marker loci heterogeneous for at least
one accession per inbred or DH line varied from 1 to
13 for inbred lines and from 2 to 4 for DH lines. The
observed level of heterogeneity for S5 and S6 lines
was not significantly different from the expected het-
erozygosity levels. For S9, S10, and S11 lines, the ob-
served level of heterogeneity was significantly (P <
0.05) higher than expected and was not significantly
different from the observed heterogeneity for S5 and
S6 lines. An average of 3.1 and 0.2 heterogeneous
marker loci (Cases 3–7) was found for inbred and DH
lines, respectively (Table 4). An average of 1.0
marker loci for inbred lines and 2.2 for DH lines
showed a Case 2 type of heterogeneity with no effect
on the variation of GD estimates. Four loci showed
three DNA fragments for one accession at a particu-
lar locus (included in Cases 3–5).

Accessions of DH lines showed a GD of 0.0 with
one exception. One accession of line ZS 264 carried
allele 236 at marker locus bnlg2122 whereas the sec-
ond accession showed alleles 236 and 254.

Cases 7–9: Occurrence of null alleles or missing
values
Forty-one markers showed no amplification product
for at least one of all 44 fingerprinted accessions.
Across all accessions of one specific inbred line, a
mean of 10.3 SSRs yielded no amplification product.
Across all DH lines, the mean number of markers
without amplification product was 5.6 (data not
shown). In addition, several cases of non-amplifica-
tion in only one of the two repetitions of a DH line
were detected.

Table 3. Means, minima, and maxima of genetic distances (GD)
between accessions of the same inbred line.

Line No. of accessions GD between accessions

Mean Min Max

D146 3 0.09 0.07 0.12

D149 4 0.03 0.04 0.02

D171 4 0.02 0.01 0.03

D503 2 0.01 0.01 0.01

DK105 4 0.04 0.02 0.06

UH002 3 0.03 0.03 0.04

D06 5 0.01 0.00 0.03

UH200 3 0.03 0.03 0.05

UH300 3 0.03 0.02 0.05

Total/Mean 31 0.029
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Case 10: New alleles
For inbred lines the number of loci with homozygous
unknown alleles averaged 3.9. Homozygous un-
known alleles between accessions of the same line
were not detected for DH lines (Table 5). The differ-
ences between fragment sizes of accessions of the
same inbred lines was 1 bp in 14 cases and larger than
1 bp in 25 cases. For six of the 14 differences scored
to 1 bp, the exact software-detected difference was
0.4 bp and smaller. The exact difference was 0.9–1.2
bp for the other eight 1 bp differences. The difference
between exact and rounded values for allele calling
was at 840 out of the 4561 data points 0.6 bp and
higher. At 14% of the marker data points the differ-
ence was 0.6–0.8 bp, and between 0.8 and 1.2 bp at
4.3% of the data points. Unknown alleles increased
the variation of GD within accessions of the same
line. The fragment sizes of all accessions of a given
line were rounded only in a few cases in the same
wrong direction with no effect on the variation of GD
estimates within the line. In addition, non-parental
bands were detected at six marker loci for DH lines.

Genetic distance between lines

Due to the fact that 2 to 5 accessions per line were
fingerprinted, GD values of up to 20 pairwise com-
parisons of accessions between the same two lines
were calculated. The range for GD values calculated
for each pairwise combination of accessions between
the same two lines varied from 0.00 to 0.07 with an
average range of 0.02. The mean range of GD be-
tween two inbred lines was significantly higher (P <
0.01) than the mean range of GD between two DH
lines.

Comparison of di-nucleotide and longer repeats

Di-repeat SSRs yielded a significantly greater num-
ber of alleles per marker (P < 0.01) and number of
unknown alleles (P < 0.05) than SSRs with longer re-
peat motifs. The observed differences between these
two SSRs groups were not significant for PIC values,
the number of missing values, and the amount of het-
erogeneity.

Figure 2. Associations among accessions of maize inbred lines revealed by UPGMA cluster analysis based on genetic distances calculated
from SSR data. Asterisks (*) at the forks indicate that the group right of the fork was found for at least 95% of 1000 bootstrap runs. DH lines
are marked by filled circles (‰). Flint and dent lines are marked with squares ([) and circles (‰ �), respectively.
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Discussion

The use of flint and dent lines as well as the com-
monly employed methods of maintenance breeding
make our study representative for maize breeding in
Europe. In addition, SSR analyses were performed
using publicly available SSR primers with a semi-au-

tomatic high-throughput system, which reduces hu-
man errors and subjectivity to a minimum. This
should result in a higher accuracy of GD estimates, a
prerequisite for EDV identification.

The degree of polymorphism in our line set was in
close agreement with results reported by Smith et al.
(1997). PIC values and the average number of alleles
per marker were of similar size in both studies. How-
ever, in an analysis of genetic diversity among 33 in-
bred lines from the US corn belt, Pejic et al. (1998)
found a substantially higher number of alleles than in
the previous studies. The observed discrepancy can be
explained by sampling effects caused by different in-
bred line sets that were fingerprinted with different
sets of SSR markers.

Causes of variation

We observed a considerable variation for GD among
different accessions of the same inbred line. This vari-
ation can be explained by genetic and technical rea-
sons.

Table 4. Occurrence of different cases for each pairwise comparison of accessions of the same line analyzed in this study.

Line No. of pairwise comparisons Case

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Average no. of loci per pairwise comparison

Inbred lines
D146 3 78.7 1.3 5.0 0.7 1.3 0.0 1.0 3.7 4.7 3.7

D149 6 84.7 1.8 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 5.2 2.0 2.0

D171 6 87.3 1.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 5.3 3.2 1.2

D503 1 95.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0

DK105 6 78.7 0.7 1.7 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 9.0 6.0 2.5

UH002 3 88.0 1.0 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.3 4.0 0.7

D06 10 91.5 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 4.0 0.8

UH200 3 90.3 1.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

UH300 3 85.3 0.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 4.0 2.7

Mean 86.6 1.0 2.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.4 3.9 3.8 1.7
DH-lines
ZS264 1 91.0 3.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0

ZS265 1 87.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 2.0 0.0

ZS337 1 98.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ZS467 1 92.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0

ZS595 1 92.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 0.0

Mean 92.0 2.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 2.8 0.0
Total Mean 88.5 1.4 1.6 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.3 3.5 3.4 1.1

Table 5. Number and category of differences in fragment size at
the same locus within the same line group for Case 10.

Line No. of accessions Fragment size differences Total

1 bp 2 bp 3 bp � 4 bp

No. of differences

D146 3 6 1 1 4 12

D149 4 1 2 0 2 5

D171 4 0 0 1 1 2

D503 2 0 0 0 0 0

DK105 4 5 1 0 2 8

UH002 3 0 1 0 1 2

D06 5 0 1 0 1 2

UH200 3 1 1 0 2 4

UH300 3 1 0 0 3 4

DH-lines 10 0 0 0 0 0

Total 41 14 7 2 16 39
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Genetic reasons
Mutations within the SSR primer region may yield
null alleles, whereas a mutation between the primer
regions may result in new alleles. The natural muta-
tion rate for genomic non-repetitive DNA is estimated
to range from 10−8 to 10−6 per locus and generation
(Drake et al. 1998; Allard 1999). However, SSRs
showed higher mutation rates than non-SSR regions
ranging from approximately 10−6 per locus and gen-
eration for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sia et al. 2000)
up to 10−3 in the pipefish Syngnathus typhle (Jones et
al. 1999). The mutation rate of SSRs was found to be
dependent on the repeat type, the repeat number, and
the sequence of the repeat motif or the flanking se-
quence (Schloetterer 2000). Mutations within SSR
markers were mostly insertions and deletions of
mainly complete repeats (Twerdi et al. 1999). For
maize, no information about the mutation rate of SSR
loci is yet available. However, if their mutation rate
is also higher than for non-SSR regions, mutations
cannot be neglected as a cause of genetic variation
between accessions of the same line. Unequal cross-
over in SSR regions is another genetic reason for the
unexpected variation in GD as reported in wheat
(Plaschke et al. 1995).

Segregation from S5 and S6 to the particular S9,
S10, or S11 generations was the cause of genetic vari-
ation between accessions of the same line at four loci.
At these loci, the fingerprinted S5 or S6 accession was
heterogeneous and the corresponding S9, S10, or S11

accessions were homogeneous, each with one allele
of the particular S5 or S6 accession. However, for S9,
S10, and S11 lines the observed level of heterogeneity
was significantly (P < 0.05) higher than expected for
these selfing generations.

Bulking during maintenance breeding can be one
reason for this unexpectedly high level of heteroge-
neity in highly inbred lines. Ears of each row not used
for generating the next generation were bulked for
seed production of the particular line. Because of the
segregation due to residual heterozygosity, this pro-
cedure may have resulted in a mixture of genotypes
that were homogeneous for different parental alleles.
For samples drawn out of the bulk (Table 1), these
effects are not negligible. In addition, genotyping a
bulk of ten individuals can lead to variation, when
certain regions of the genome still segregate. To avoid
this, the individuals should be genotyped indepen-
dently.

Another possible cause for the variation of GD
values within the same line is contamination by for-

eign pollen during maintenance breeding (Smith et al.
1997). However, all accessions were homogeneous in
field observation trials and isoelectric focusing. In ad-
dition, deviations from the normal case at numerous
loci would be expected in case of a contamination.
Therefore, contamination with foreign pollen can be
excluded as a cause for the observed high level of
heterogeneity in advanced generations.

Technical reasons
In this study, DH lines were used to distinguish be-
tween genetic and technical reasons for variation of
GD within accessions of the same line. If the finger-
prints of two samples of the same DH line are not
identical, only technical reasons might explain this
finding. The observation of heterozygous DH lines
could be explained by heteroduplex bands, especially
in those four cases with three alleles at a single locus.
It is known that heteroduplex bands emerge by an-
nealing of two DNA fragments of unequal sequence
or length (Hatcher et al. 1993). This mismatch usu-
ally tends to retard the migration of DNA of the het-
eroduplex band during electrophoresis (Nataraj et al.
1999). In addition, the intensity of heteroduplex
bands is supposed to fall between the corresponding
homoduplex bands. However, adopting this defini-
tion, only two of the four above mentioned bands,
would be heteroduplex.

Artificial stutter bands could also have led to vari-
ation in GD estimates within the inbred lines. Espe-
cially SSRs with a di-repeat motif are known to show
stutter bands caused by a ‘loop’ of 2 bp in the strand
of the template (Smith et al. 1997). Therefore, stutter
bands appear 2 bp shorter than the main band. The
software program “Genotyper” automatically identi-
fies stutter bands based on their migration distance
and the intensity of the particular bands. However,
intense stutter bands could have been wrongly scored
as non-stutter bands and independent bands with low
intensity could have been incorrectly identified as
stutter bands.

Compared to a study of Murigneux et al. (1993)
performed with RFLPs, our results showed an in-
creased level of heterogeneity between DH acces-
sions based on SSRs. This finding can be explained
by artificial SSR bands caused by heteroduplex or
stutter bands. In addition, mutations due to colchicine
treatment used for chromosome doubling and tissue
culture steps may also have caused the observed het-
erogeneity (Marhic et al. 1998).
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An additional source of variation within an inbred
line are unexpected effects due to slippage of the
DNA polymerase during the PCR. Therefore, whole
or partial repeats could be added or removed from the
template and thus yielding genotyping errors (Pals-
boll et al. 1999; Schloetterer and Tautz 1992).

Software imperfections resulted in a further in-
crease of variation of GD estimates. Genotyping er-
rors of the software Genotyper® caused about half of
the 1 bp differences. The software Gene Scan® de-
termined the DNA fragment size using a sizing curve
with an accuracy of 0.1 bp. These fragment size mea-
sures were employed by the software Genotyper® to
assign the fragments to specific alleles. However, rea-
sons for the genotyping errors remain unknown as the
algorithm of the software is not publicly available.
For those 1 bp differences that could not be assigned
to genotyping errors, slippage effects are a possible
reason. In addition, small variations in the concentra-
tion of the gel, buffer or the voltage of the run could
lead to 1 bp differences. To check the repeatability of
these 1 bp differences, further studies are required,
using several repetitions of single accessions, by se-
quencing the DNA of the particular fragments, or by
genotyping individuals instead of bulks.

Implications for the identification of EDVs

The results of this study demonstrated that lab error
and heterogeneity caused variation of GD estimates
between different accessions of the same inbred line.
In order to assess the implications of the lab error on
the identification of EDVs, we first assume the fol-
lowing hypotheses:

H0: Lines X and Y carry for a specific marker lo-
cus the same marker band.

H1: Lines X and Y carry for a specific marker lo-
cus different marker bands.

Based on these hypotheses a Type I error, i.e., two
bands were scored as different although they were
identical, and a Type II error, i.e., two bands were
scored as identical although they were different, can
be distinguished. In the case of highly related lines,
lab errors result in an overestimation of GD(X, Y) and
the hypothesis that X and Y are highly related will be
rejected too frequently. However, this study showed
that for SSRs employing a semi-automated gel and
scoring system, lab errors accounted only for a minor
proportion of the detected variation of GD among ac-
cessions of the same inbred line and are, therefore,
negligible.

The impact of heterogeneity on EDV identification
can be exemplified using the following scenario. An
individual of line X is used for the development of
line Y. A genotypic fingerprint of line Y will be com-
pared with fingerprints of different accessions of line
X. Due to the possible varying GD values among ac-
cessions of X, GD(X,Y) will also vary conditional on
the used accession of X. If the range of GD values
between accessions of the same line is large, it might
be possible that a true EDV could be judged as inde-
pendently derived or a truly independent variety as
essentially derived just by genotyping different acces-
sions of each variety (Figure 3). In contrast to lab er-
rors that were of negligible importance, heterogeneity
reached considerable levels in some cases, e.g., in-
bred line D146 (Table 3).

Our results illustrate the crucial importance of in-
creased levels of homogeneity within new lines be-

Figure 3. The concept of different thresholds and the consequences of variation between accessions of the same line for the identification of
EDVs.
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fore applying for plant breeder’s rights. If lines are
heterogeneous, further selfing generations should be
performed. A more rapid procedure would be the pre-
screening of newly developed lines with molecular
markers. Our study showed that the variation of GD
estimates within maize lines was lowest among DH
lines. If DH techniques can efficiently be applied in a
breeding program, this technique might be less labo-
rious and costly than a routine fingerprinting with a
marker set covering the entire genome.
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Abstract

Accuracy and reproducibility of genetic distances (GDs) based on molecular markers are crucial issues for iden-
tification of essentially derived varieties (EDVs). Our objectives were to investigate (1) the amount of variation
for amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers found among different accessions within maize
inbreds and doubled haploid (DH) lines, (2) the proportion attributable to genetic and technical components and
marker system specific sources, (3) its effect on GDs between maize lines and implications for identification of
EDVs, and (4) the comparison to published SSR data from the same plant materials. Two to five accessions from
nine inbred lines and five DH lines were taken from different sources of maintenance breeding or drawn as in-
dependent samples from the same seed lot. Each of the 41 accessions was genotyped with 20 AFLP primer com-
binations revealing 988 AFLP markers. Map positions were available for 605 AFLPs covering all maize chro-
mosomes. On average, six (0.6%) AFLP bands were polymorphic between different accessions of the same line.
GDs between two accessions of the same line averaged 0.013 for inbreds and 0.006 for DH lines. The correlation
of GDs based on AFLPs and SSRs was tight (r = 0.97**) across all 946 pairs of accessions but decreased (r =
0.55**) for 43 pairs of accessions originating from the same line. On the basis of our results, we recommend
specific EDV thresholds for marker systems with different degree of polymorphism. In addition, precautions
should be taken to warrant a high level of homogeneity for DNA markers within maize lines before applying for
plant variety protection.

Introduction

In all major crops, genetic distances (GDs) based on
reliable molecular marker data have been found to
reflect accurately the degree of pedigree relationships
between genotypes (Melchinger 1999). In maize, sev-
eral studies reported highly significant correlations
between GDs based on molecular markers and the
coefficient of coancestry (for review, see Lübberstedt

et al. 2000). Consequently, molecular markers, espe-
cially amplified fragment length polymorphisms
(AFLPs) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs), were
recommended as an appropriate tool to test for essen-
tial derivation in plant varieties (Smith et al. 1991;
Knaak et al. 1996; ASSINSEL 2000).

Scientifically reliable criteria must be developed to
differentiate between EDVs and independent variet-
ies because of the severe legal consequences for the
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breeders. Indispensable prerequisites are accuracy
and reproducibility of GD estimates. Reproducibility
problems were investigated by Jones et al. (1997),
who reported scoring differences of up to 2 base pairs
(bp) among the same SSR fragments detected by dif-
ferent labs. In sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) and wild
Beta species, a reproducibility of AFLP bands of
97.6% was determined by performing all necessary
analytical steps twice (Hansen et al. 1999). In con-
trast to these results, Jones et al. (1997) and Bagley
et al. (2001) reported an extremely high reproducibil-
ity of AFLP bands close to 100%. In addition, Heck-
enberger et al. (2002) revealed variation in GD esti-
mates based on SSRs of up to 0.12 on a 0 to 1 scale
between different generations of maintenance breed-
ing of the same inbred line or the same inbred line
maintained by different breeders. However, critical
information on the reproducibility of AFLP bands and
their stability during maintenance is still lacking.

The overall goal of our study was to determine the
variation of AFLP markers among different acces-
sions of maize inbreds and doubled haploid (DH)
lines. In detail, our objectives were to investigate (1)
the amount of variation for amplified fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP) markers found among differ-
ent accessions within maize inbreds and doubled hap-
loid (DH) lines, (2) the proportion attributable to ge-
netic and technical components and marker system
specific sources, (3) its effect on the GD between
maize lines and implications for identification of
EDVs and (4) the comparison to published SSR data
from the same plant materials (Heckenberger et al.
2002).

Materials and methods

Plant materials

For nine maize inbred lines, six from the flint and
three from the dent pool, and five DH lines from the
dent pool, two to five accessions per line were finger-
printed. Accessions were obtained from different gen-
erations of maintenance breeding conducted by the
University of Hohenheim (UHOH) and three com-
mercial breeding companies (B1–B3). Two acces-
sions per DH line were obtained by drawing two in-
dependent samples of 20 kernels out of the same seed
lot. All DH lines were derived from the cross 941118
of inbred lines RG2302 and 69117. A detailed de-
scription of the plant materials analyzed and the ap-

plied method of maintenance breeding is given in our
companion paper (Heckenberger et al. 2002).

AFLP and SSR analyses

AFLP fingerprints were generated by Keygene N.V.
from leaf punches from a bulk of 10 individual plants
per accession as described by Vos et al. (1995), visu-
alized by use of a Fuji BAS/2000 phosphorimager,
and scored dominantly on the set of maize lines with
proprietary software developed by Keygene N.V.
AFLP markers were referred to a proprietary inte-
grated map of maize. This integrated map combines
linkage information of 5650 molecular markers and
is based on 23 separate mapping populations (Pele-
man et al. 2000). Comparison of the 988 AFLP mark-
ers scored in this project with the integrated maize
map revealed that for 605 of these AFLP markers map
information was available.

SSR analyses were carried out by Celera using 100
publicly available SSR primer pairs, equally distrib-
uted across the maize genome using an ABI Prism™
377 DNA Sequencer with 5% polyacrylamide gels.
Internal fragment size standards were used in each
lane to increase accuracy of DNA fragment size de-
termination. Fragment sizes were determined auto-
matically by using the GeneScan® and Genotyper®

software packages. For a detailed description of the
procedures, see our companion paper (Heckenberger
et al. 2002). AFLP and SSR analyses of each acces-
sion were carried out using seeds from the same seed
lot.

Statistical analyses

The polymorphic information content (PIC) was cal-
culated for each primer combination using the for-
mula PIC = 2pi (1 − pi), where pi is the frequency of
the i th AFLP band (Roldan-Ruiz et al. 2000). The
marker index was calculated for each AFLP primer
combination as MI � PIC�n�, where PIC is the
mean PIC value, n is the number of bands, and � is
the proportion of polymorphic bands (Powell et al.
1996).

Genetic distances (GDs) were calculated as 1 –
genetic similarity (GS). For AFLPs, GS was calcu-
lated using the GS coefficient of Jaccard (1908) and
for SSRs the GS coefficient of Dice (1945) was em-
ployed. In the case of missing values, i.e., if one or
several primer combinations did not yield amplifica-
tion products in one of the two accessions compared,
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the corresponding alleles of the other accession were
not used for GD calculation. GD estimates were
based on the whole AFLP data set or on AFLP data
for single chromosomes. The cluster analysis was per-
formed with GD estimates using the ’unweighted pair
group method using arithmetic averages’ (UPGMA)
(Nei et al. 1983). The reliability of the cluster was as-
sessed by applying a bootstrap procedure (Efron
1979). The cophenetic correlation (rcpe) was calcu-
lated to test for the goodness-of-fit between GD val-
ues obtained from the cluster and the original GD
estimates. The significance of rcpe was determined by
the Mantel test (Mantel 1967) based on 10000 per-
mutations. Standard deviation (SD) of GD estimates
was calculated using the formula of Bar-Hen and
Charcosset (1994),

SD ��1

N
GD��1 � GD�,

where N is the number of polymorphic bands and GD
is the genetic distance between two genotypes or the
mean GD between two groups of genotypes.

The null hypothesis (H0) that the markers were
randomly distributed across the genome was tested
against the alternative hypothesis (H1) that the mark-
ers were not randomly distributed across the genome
by a dispersion analysis (Johnson et al. 1992). The
test statistic was

X2 �
�

i � 1

n

�yi � ȳ�2

ȳ
.

Here, n denotes the number of chromosomal inter-
vals between two fixed marker loci (BINs), yi the
number of markers located in a particular BIN, and ȳ
the mean number of markers per BIN. Under H0, X 2

follows a �2-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.
H0 was rejected, if X 2 was smaller than �2

1 �
�

2
;n � 1

or larger than �2�

2
;n � 1.

GDs between accessions of the same line were de-
fined as �GD within� (GDw). Lines were screened for
outliers based on their mean GDw values, by apply-
ing the test of Anscombe and Tukey (1963). For all
analyses where information on map positions was
necessary, only the mapped AFLP markers were used.
The genomic locations of variation within maize lines

detected with AFLPs and SSRs were compared based
on their BIN positions.

Calculation of GDs, cluster analysis, cophenetic
correlation and Mantel test were performed with soft-
ware NTSYS-PC (Rohlf 1989). The bootstrap proce-
dure was carried out with the Winboot computer pro-
gram (Yap et al. 1996). All other statistical
calculations were performed with SAS (SAS Institute
1988).

Results

Description of markers

A total of 988 AFLP bands was identified. The num-
ber of polymorphic bands per PC varied from 40 to
83 with an average of 49. No significant differences
between PstI/MseI and EcorRI/MseI primers were
found for the number of polymorphic bands, mean
PIC, MI, and mean GDw values (Table 1). In addi-
tion, the proportion of missing values had no influ-
ence on these quality parameters. Comparison of the
988 AFLP markers scored in this project with the
Keygene integrated maize map (Peleman et al. 2000)
revealed that for 605 of these AFLP markers map in-
formation was available. The average marker interval
of the mapped markers was 2.5 cM, the total map
length amounted to 1512 cM.

By comparison, the average marker interval for
SSRs employed in the companion study was 12.4 cM
and the total map length was 1210 cM (Heckenberger
et al. 2002). Evaluation of the number of markers per
BIN revealed a higher standard deviation for AFLPs
than for SSRs. The null hypothesis of a random
marker distribution across the genome was rejected
for both AFLPs and SSRs. For AFLPs, X 2 was sig-
nificantly (P < 0.05) larger than �2�

2
;n � 1, indicating

that AFLPs were heterogeneously distributed over the
genome, whereas X 2 was smaller than �2

1 �
�

2
;n � 1,

indicating that SSRs were uniformly distributed
across the genome.

Genetic distances of accessions within maize lines

Between different accessions of the same inbred or
DH line, an average of six AFLP fragments (0.6%)
was polymorphic. The mean GDw for inbred lines
calculated separately for each line varied from 0.000
to 0.022 (Table 2).
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The dendrogram obtained from UPGMA cluster
analysis resulted in a clear separation of flint and dent
inbred lines (Figure 1). Using genotypic data from all
chromosomes, accessions derived from the same line
were always clustered together. However, this pattern
was not consistently obtained comparing the 10 den-
drograms based on marker data of individual chromo-
somes (data not shown).

GD estimates based on AFLP and SSR data were
significantly (P < 0.01) correlated with each other (r
= 0.97**) for all pairwise 946 combinations of all 41
entries (Table 3). The correlation dropped to r = 0.07
when considering only the 46 GDw values between
accessions of the same line and increased to r =
0.55** after omitting the GDw values of outliers ZS
467 (AFLP) and D146 (SSR) (Figure 2).

Locations of variation within maize lines

A total of 58 mapped AFLP markers, localized within
31 BINs, showed variation between accessions of the
same line. Only six of these BIN locations displayed
also variation with SSRs for the same accessions.
These were located on chromosomes 1 (DK105), 2
(D149, D171, UH200), 7 (D149), and 8 (UH002). For
all other BINs with varying AFLP markers adjacent
SSR markers were not polymorphic within lines.

Genetic distance between lines

The effect of the variation of GDw on the GD between
lines was investigated by calculating the span for GD
values for each pairwise combination of accessions
between the same two lines. These span values var-
ied from 0.001 to 0.114 with an average of 0.017. If
outliers D146 and ZS467 were omitted from the anal-

Table 1. Statistics characterizing the degree of polymorphism and quality of AFLP data generated with 20 primer combinations

Enzymes Polymorphic bands

PC† EcoRI/MseI PstI/MseI No. Proportion (%) PIC̄ ‡ MI§ GDw
# Prop. Of missing values (%)¶

A x 45 66 0.36 16.5 0.010 2

B x 46 73 0.36 16.6 0.010 6

C x 40 47 0.38 15.2 0.005 2

D x 58 69 0.34 19.8 0.023 6

E x 40 58 0.35 13.9 0.012 6

F x 56 68 0.26 14.7 0.024 28

G x 47 62 0.30 14.0 0.019 9

H x 41 59 0.37 15.2 0.019 5

I x 59 68 0.36 21.2 0.009 8

J x 46 69 0.35 16.1 0.007 3

K x 43 58 0.35 15.3 0.030 6

L x 83 71 0.34 27.8 0.006 4

M x 45 62 0.38 17.0 0.012 4

N x 51 68 0.36 18.4 0.012 3

O x 48 67 0.34 16.3 0.016 9

P x 46 70 0.34 15.5 0.023 5

Q x 48 62 0.36 17.4 0.016 2

R x 50 68 0.35 17.6 0.018 6

S x 47 64 0.27 12.5 0.006 38

T x 49 68 0.35 17.2 0.013 7

Mean 49 65 0.34 16.5 0.015 8

† PC = Primer combination.
‡ PIC = Mean PIC value observed for AFLPs of the particular PC.
§ MI = Marker index.
# GDw = Mean GD value between accessions of the same inbred or DH line (GDw), obtained only with markers from the particular PC.
¶ Proportion of missing values based on all datapoints.
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ysis, span-values for AFLPs and SSRs were of simi-
lar magnitude.

Discussion

AFLPs proved to be an appropriate tool to distinguish
between flint and dent lines. This is in agreement with
results published by Lübberstedt et al. (1999), who
genotyped a set of 51 European flint and dent lines
with eight AFLP primer combinations and found a
clear separation of flint and dent germplasm. PIC val-
ues and marker indices were almost identical to those
published by Lübberstedt et al. (2000). In addition,
DH lines and their parental lines could be clearly
separated from other dent germplasm developed by
the University of Hohenheim. However, using only
data from individual chromosomes, accessions of the
same line did not cluster together in some cases. This

lack of association can be explained by sampling ef-
fects due to the smaller number of markers for indi-
vidual chromosomes. In addition, we used the Jaccard
coefficient for AFLPs and the Dice coefficient for
SSRs following the proposal by Link et al. (1995) for
dominant and codominant marker systems, respec-
tively. This may also have slightly decreased the cor-
relation between AFLP- and SSR-derived GD values.

GD within inbred and DH lines

Inbred lines
In general, the dominant AFLP markers yielded lower
GDw values than the codominant SSR markers. As
heterogeneity due to residual heterozygosity was the
major cause of SSR variation within inbred lines, the
lower GDw values of AFLPs can be explained by the
fact that heterogeneity cannot be detected using a
dominant marker system like AFLPs. In addition, the

Table 2. Mean, maximum, and minimum of genetic distances (GDw) between accessions of the same maize inbred or DH line

AFLP SSR

Line No. of accessions Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max.

Inbred lines

D146 3 0.004 0.000 0.006 0.090 † 0.061 0.116

D149 4 0.020 0.008 0.033 0.031 0.020 0.042

D171 4 0.004 0.000 0.008 0.016 0.005 0.028

D503 2 0.000 –‡ –‡ 0.005 –‡ –‡

DK105 4 0.022 0.008 0.032 0.036 0.017 0.056

UH002 3 0.009 0.005 0.016 0.026 0.021 0.031

D06 5 0.011 0.003 0.020 0.011 0.000 0.021

UH200 3 0.013 0.010 0.015 0.034 0.025 0.047

UH300 3 0.020 0.019 0.022 0.033 0.016 0.044

Mean § 0.011 0.024

DH lines

ZS264 2 0.008 –‡ –‡ 0.005 –‡ –‡

ZS265 2 0.008 – – 0.000 – –

ZS337 2 0.003 – – 0.000 – –

ZS467 2 0.124 † – – 0.000 – –

ZS595 2 0.008 – – 0.000 – –

Mean § 0.007 0.001

Grand mean § 0.010 0.015

† Outliers based on the test of Anscombe and Tukey (1963).
‡ For lines with only two accessions, only a single GDw value was available, therefore, no maximum and minimum was calculated.
§ Means were calculated leaving out outliers.
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generally lower degree of polymorphism of AFLPs

compared to SSRs (Powell et al. 1996) may also con-
tribute to the observed low GDw values for AFLPs.

A variety of genetic and technical causes can con-
tribute to the observed variation of GDw estimates
between accessions of the same line. First, the occur-
rence of point mutations is a possible cause. A muta-
tion can result in a loss of an AFLP band, if it renders
or disrupts the recognition site of the restriction en-
zyme or the selective bases of the primer. The natural
mutation rate for higher eukaryotes was estimated to
range from 10−9 to 10−7 per bp and generation (Drake
et al. 1998). No data on mutation rates of AFLPs is
yet available. However, if it is not significantly higher
than the above mentioned values, mutations can ex-
plain only a minor fraction of the observed variation
for GDw values.

Second, lines in higher selfing generations of
maintainance breeding are fixed for different alleles
because the parental S5 or S6 lines were still het-
erozygous for a minor proportion of the genome.

Figure 1. Associations among accessions of maize inbred lines revealed by UPGMA cluster analysis based on genetic distances calculated
from AFLP data. Asterisks (*) at the forks indicate that the group to the right of the fork was found in at least 95% of 10000 bootstrap runs.
DH lines and their parents are marked by filled circles (‰). Flint and dent lines are marked with squares (©) and circles (‰;�), respectively.
DH lines were derived from F1-hybrid 941118 generated by crossing lines s69117 and RG2302.

Table 3. Correlations between GDSSR and GDAFLP based on GDs
of all 946 pairs of accessions or only GDs between 46 pairs of ac-
cessions from the same line (GDw) for single chromosomes

r(GDSSR, GDAFLP)

Chromosome All GDs GDw

1 0.82** 0.01

2 0.91** 0.32*

3 0.84** −0.02

4 0.87** −0.19

5 0.84** −0.16

6 0.81** −0.03

7 0.89** 0.18

8 0.76** 0.02

9 0.83** −0.08

10 0.60** −0.10

All chromosomes 0.97** 0.07
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Third, contamination with foreign pollen could
contribute to the observed variation within lines.
However, this can be ruled out, because it should af-
fect a large number of loci and, consequently, would
be detectable as outliers. In addition, also our SSR
results do not support the hypothesis of contamina-
tion with foreign pollen.

Fourth, heteroduplex bands can be a source for
heterogeneity in SSR fingerprints (Hatcher et al.
1993). Heteroduplex bands emerge by annealing of
two DNA fragments of unequal sequence or length
and, therefore, tend to retard the migration of the par-
ticular band during electrophoresis (Hatcher et al.
1993; Nataraj et al. 1999). In AFLPs, no information
on heteroduplex bands is available. Even though the
occurrence of heteroduplexes in AFLPs cannot be
ruled out as a source of variation in GD estimates,
heteroduplex AFLP fragments were never encoun-
tered when the sequences derived from both strands
of single AFLP markers were compared (J. Rouppe
van der Voort and J. Peleman, pers. comm.).

In contrast, genotyping samples from bulked indi-
viduals may slightly decrease the variation within
lines.

DH lines
DH lines were included in our study to distinguish
between genetic and technical reasons for variation of
GD within accessions of the same line. Since DHs are
homogeneous and genetically uniform, differences
among samples are only attributable to technical
causes. While SSRs yielded identical fingerprints,
replications of DH lines were not scored identical
with AFLPs. As the seed samples of the two acces-
sions fingerprinted in our study were drawn out of the

same seed lot, they should be scored as identical.
Therefore, segregation and bulking effects can be
ruled out as reasons for the observed variation of
AFLPs within DH lines.

Technical variation due to poor DNA quality, in-
complete digestion of DNA, inconsistent amplifica-
tion, or scoring problems of the applied software are
the most probable reasons for the observed variation
between identical samples of DH lines. In addition,
heterogeneity within DH lines was observed by
Murigneux et al. (1993). However, this is very un-
likely, as our SSR results do not support this hypo-
thesis.

Further investigations revealed that the DNA of
accession ZS467-2 was incompletely digested, which
explains the extraordinarily high variation between
the two accessions of this DH line. This indicates that
even for a highly reproducible marker technique such
as AFLPs, routine analyses could lead to incorrect re-
sults in the case of a suspected EDV. Therefore, we
recommend replication of the lab assays to minimize
the experimental error. Given the high value of liti-
gation involved in EDV claims, additional costs for
replicated lab assays are well justified.

Locations of variation

Matches in the locations of variation detected with
AFLPs and SSRs could be caused by the fact that
certain genomic regions were still segregating by the
time the accessions were separated. In addition, it
cannot be ruled out that these matches are attributable
to chance. However, when the BIN positions of mark-
ers contributing to the observed variation within lines
were compared, only a low coincidence between the

Figure 2. Plot of GDw values revealed by 100 SSR markers and 20 AFLP primer combinations without outliers.
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locations of variation for AFLPs and SSRs was de-
tected. For example, chromosome 9 revealed the
highest number of SSRs displaying variation between
accessions of the same line but the lowest for AFLPs.
This observed discrepancy is presumably attributable
to the different methods by which dominant AFLPs
and codominant SSRs generate polymorphisms. In
addition, the number of markers displaying variation
within maize lines was too small in order to assign
the observed variation unambiguously to certain ge-
nomic regions. Therefore, inferences about genomic
regions showing variation in GDw estimates must be
considered with caution.

Use of AFLPs and SSRs for identification of EDVs

The rationale underlying the use of molecular mark-
ers in testing for EDVs is to take the GD estimated
from marker data as an indicator for the true GD be-
tween two genotypes across the entire genome. If the
estimated GD exceeds a certain threshold, the two
genotypes are considered as independently derived,
whereas otherwise this is taken as evidence for a pu-
tative EDV. Obviously, any variation between differ-
ent accessions of the same inbred or DH line attrib-
utable to genetic and/or technical reasons is not only
reflected by the GDw but will also affect the GD be-
tween accessions of different lines. High levels of
variation within lines have as consequence a de-
creased resolution to distinguish related lines. In gen-
eral, this type of variation will inflate the Type I error
in testing for essential derivation (H0: One of the two
lines is an EDV of the other) and reduce the Type II
error. If the range of GD values between accessions
of the same line is large, it might be possible that a
true EDV could be judged as independently derived
or a truly independent variety as essentially derived
just by genotyping different accessions of each vari-
ety (Heckenberger et al. 2002). Subsequently, we
compare RFLP, RAPD, AFLP, and SSR markers un-
der this aspect and other criteria relevant in investi-
gations of EDVs.

First, the reproducibility of molecular marker data
using different sources of DNA extracted from the
same accession or across laboratories must be high.
This criteria excludes RAPDs from the list of possible
marker systems because they were found to be less
reproducible than AFLPs or SSRs (Bagley et al. 2001;
Jones et al. 1997).

Second, the applied marker system should reveal a
high degree of polymorphism. In the ideal case, if

unrelated genotypes have no marker bands in com-
mon (GD = 1), identical bands in related individuals
are exclusively attributable to ‘identity by descent’
and, thus, directly reflect the degree of relatedness.
However, with GD < 1 for unrelated genotypes, some
marker bands are ‘identical in state’ and this must be
taken into account when defining EDV thresholds. In
our study, the mean GD for unrelated dent lines was
significantly different between AFLPs and SSRs sug-
gesting that the breeders must agree on different EDV
thresholds for each marker system.

Third, the applied marker system should warrant
at low costs a uniform and dense coverage of the en-
tire genome to obtain unbiased GD estimates with
small standard errors. In principle, this requirement
can be met by AFLPs, RFLPs, and SSRs, but AFLPs
offer the advantage that a large number of markers
can be produced per primer combination. In compari-
son with AFLPs, RFLPs and SSRs have a lower MI,
but their information content is higher due to the
codominant inheritance and the higher degree of
polymorphism. In addition, detailed marker informa-
tion, including primer sequences and map position,
are publicly available for RFLPs and SSRs in maize
(see MaizeDB http://nucleus.agron.missouri.edu/
index.html, confirmed 16 April 03). Owing to limita-
tions in the automation and standardization of RFLPs,
they represent no longer a competitive alternative to
SSRs and AFLPs for EDV analyses.

AFLP markers can be produced at lower costs per
data point than SSRs, because one primer combina-
tion produces a large number of bands. Despite this
economic advantage of AFLPs, the French associa-
tion of maize breeders (SEPROMA) recently recom-
mended a set of uniformly distributed SSR markers
for EDV identification. SSRs provide a higher degree
of transparency for legal issues than AFLPs due to
their codominant inheritance, their known map posi-
tions, and their public availability. However, since the
set of SSRs is known to all breeders, it is, in prin-
ciple, possible to use this information to select for
genetic diversity at some SSR markers to avoid an
EDV, while maintaining a high degree of relatedness
in other genomic regions. Complementary use of
AFLP markers would prevent this situation, because
selection for variants at specific marker loci would be
more difficult for AFLPs than for a fixed set of SSRs.
In addition, the redundancy in the genotypic informa-
tion caused by clustered AFLPs could be omitted by
applying map based genetic distances (Dillmann et al.
1997).
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Taking into account all criteria, both AFLPs and
SSRs are suitable marker systems for EDV identifi-
cation. In order to counterbalance advantages and dis-
advantages of each marker system, AFLPs and SSRs
could be used in a complementary way to unambigu-
ously distinguish EDVs and independent varieties.
We further conclude that the stability of marker data
across different generations of multiplication or ac-
cessions maintained by different breeders is primarily
a function of marker reproducibility and residual het-
erozygosity or heterogeneity. Therefore, with regard
to the use of DNA markers for resolving EDV issues,
it is important to reduce residual heterozygosity be-
fore applying for plant variety protection. This can be
achieved by further selfing and/or pre-screening of
lines with molecular markers for homogeneity or by
production of DH lines.
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Abstract 
 

Genetic distances (GDs) based on molecular markers such as simple sequence re-

peats (SSRs) have been proposed as an appropriate tool to assess the genetic conformity 

between putative essentially derived varieties (EDVs) and their initial varieties (IVs). 

However, for maize and other crops no consensus has been reached regarding GD  

thresholds for identification of EDVs, because reliable benchmark data are lacking. The 

objectives of this study were to (1) estimate the variation in the parental contribution (p) to 

the genome of homozygous progeny lines derived in recycling breeding programs, (2) in-

vestigate the power of SSR-based GD estimates for discriminating between progeny lines 

derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 populations, (3) exemplify the theoretical and simulated 

results of a companion study with experimental data, and (4) draw conclusions with regard 

to various EDV thresholds suggested hitherto. A total of 220 European and U.S. maize in-

bred lines comprising 163 triplets were genotyped with 100 uniformly distributed  SSRs. A 

triplet consisted of one F2-, or BC1-progeny line and both parental lines. SSR-based esti-

mates of p varied from 0.25 to 0.74 for F2-derived lines with a mean (0.49) close to the 

expectation (0.50) and ranged from 0.51 to 0.80 for BC1-derived lines with a mean (0.66) 

significantly smaller than the expectation (0.75). Relative to the variation in p, the GD bet-

ween progeny lines and parents was less influenced by the variation in the GD between the 

parents, particularly for BC1-derived lines. Suggested GD thresholds T for EDVs using a 

fixed GD yielded considerably different values for Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) errors 

among different gene pools and material groups. Therefore, we recommend germplasm 

specific thresholds with fixed α or α=1-β. 
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Introduction 

 

Legal regulations for plant variety protection (PVP) should secure the reward for  

past breeding efforts but also sustain future breeding progress. Registered plant varieties 

need to be protected against plagiarism and misuse on the one hand, but protected germ-

plasm should be accessible for the development of new varieties on the other hand. The 

latter was warranted by the concept of “breeder’s exemption” or “breeder’s privilege” in 

the original convention of the Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV, 

1978).  

The advent of new methods such as genetic engineering and marker-assisted back-

crossing, however, has provided the basis to undermine the breeder’s exemption in its 

original intention. These tools make it possible to add a few new genes to a protected  

variety or to select deliberately for lines that are very similar to one of their parents and 

apply for PVP for this “new” variety. Therefore, the investments made in breeding the 

original variety can be exploited by the breeder of the plagiarized variety without indemni-

fication for the breeder of the original variety.  

The concept of essentially derived varieties (EDVs) was implemented into the re-

vised UPOV convention (UPOV, 1991) and several national PVP acts to cope with this 

new situation. Accordingly, a variety is deemed to be essentially derived from an initial 

variety (IV), if it (i) was predominantly derived from the IV,  (ii) is clearly distinguishable 

from the IV, and  (iii) is genetically conform to the IV. However, breeding companies have 

not agreed on specific breeding procedures that are considered to yield independently de-

rived varieties (IDVs) or EDVs (e.g., the number of acceptable backcross generations to a 

protected variety). In addition, no official guidelines or appropriate methods have been 

fixed to assess the genetic conformity between IVs and potential EDVs. Hence, crop-

specific thresholds for the discrimination between EDVs and IDVs have not yet been de-

fined. 

In principle, the coefficient of parentage (f) introduced by Malécot (1948) could 

serve for identification of EDVs, because it reflects the degree of relatedness between two 

genotypes on the basis of their pedigree. In the case of a suspected EDV, however, pedigree 
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data are usually not available for the breeder of the IV. In addition, f is an indirect measure 

of genetic similarity based on several simplifying assumptions such as equal parental ge-

nome contributions and absence of selection, mutation, or drift (Messmer et al., 1992).  

Molecular markers such as simple-sequence repeats (SSRs) or amplified fragment 

length polymorphisms (AFLPs) allow to determine the parental origin of the chromosomal 

segments in a progeny. Therefore, genetic distances (GDs) based on molecular markers 

were proposed as an appropriate tool to determine the genetic conformity between an IV 

and putative EDVs and, consequently, to distinguish between EDVs and IDVs 

(ASSINSEL, 1999; International Seed Federation, 2002). In maize, GDs between lines 

based on AFLP and SSR data were tightly correlated with each other and with f estimates 

(Lübberstedt et al., 2000; Smith et al., 1997), suggesting that the degree of relatedness of 

two genotypes can be inferred from their GD. However, distributions of GDs for F2- and 

BC1- derived progenies showed a substantial overlap (Bernardo et al., 1997).  

In a companion paper, we proposed a conceptual framework, based on principles of 

statistical test theory, for identification of EDVs with molecular markers (Bohn et al., 

2003). Accordingly, for a progeny line derived from bi-parental crosses, the GD to each 

parent depends on the GD between the two parents and p, the parental genome contribution 

transmitted to the progeny. Experimental estimates of p for F2- and BC1-derived progenies 

were reported by Bernardo et al. (1997; 2000). Moreover, formulas for the variance of p for 

both types of progeny were derived by Wang and Bernardo (2000). None the less, further 

experimental data are required to verify the approach of Bohn et al. (2004) and quantify the 

influence of the above mentioned factors with regard to consequences for potential EDV 

thresholds.  

In this study, we investigated a large number of triplets in maize, each consisting of 

homozygous progeny lines derived from F2, BC1, or BC2 populations and their parental 

inbreds. Our objectives were to (1) estimate the variation in the parental contribution to the 

genome of the progeny, (2) investigate the power of SSR-based GD estimates for discrimi-

nating between progenies derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 populations, (3) exemplify the 

theoretical and simulated results of Bohn et al. (2004) with experimental data, and (4) draw 

conclusions with regard to various EDV thresholds suggested in the literature. 
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Materials and Methods 

 
 

Plant Materials 

A total of 220 elite maize inbred lines were analyzed comprising 89 European flint, 

74 European dent, 14 U.S. dent, and 43 introgression lines. These lines originated from the 

maize breeding programs at the University of Hohenheim (Stuttgart, Germany), Iowa State 

University (Ames, USA), and three commercial breeding companies in Germany. The 220 

lines comprised 163 triplets. A triplet consisted of one progeny and both parental lines. The 

materials consisted of 118 intra-pool triplets of European dent or flint lines and 45 inter-

pool triplets, each consisting of one European and one U.S. line with an introgression line 

as progeny. Altogether, 83% of the progenies were derived from F2 populations and 17% 

were derived from BC1 or BC2  populations (Table 1). Detailed information on all 163 trip-

lets and the 220 maize inbreds included in this study is available in Tables A and B in the 

appendix of this thesis. 

 

Molecular Analyses 

All lines were genotyped with a set of 100 SSR markers uniformly covering the en-

tire maize genome as described in detail by Heckenberger et al. (2002). Briefly, DNA sam-

ples were analyzed using an ABI Prism™ 377 DNA Sequencer with 96 lane polyacrylamid 

gels. Internal fragment size standards were used in each lane to increase accuracy of DNA 

fragment size determination. The size of each DNA fragment was determined automati-

cally by using the GeneScan® software and assigned to specific alleles by the Genotyper® 

software. The 100 SSRs were selected on the basis of reliable single-locus amplification, 

absence of null alleles, high degree of polymorphism, and high reproducibility of the 

bands. Seventy of the 100 SSRs contained di-nucleotide repeat motifs, whereas the other 

30 markers consisted of tri- to octa-nucleotide repeats. SSR analyses were performed on a 

commercial basis by Celera (1756 Picasso Avenue, Davis CA 95616, USA). Non-parental 

alleles were defined as alleles present in the progeny line, but absent in each of the parents.  
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Statistical Analyses 

Malécot’s (1948) coancestry coefficient (f) was calculated between all pairwise line 

combinations. Genetic distances (GDs) between lines were estimated using Rogers’ dis-

tance (Rogers, 1972). In the case of missing values in one of the two inbreds compared, the 

corresponding alleles of the other accession were not used for GD calculation. Standard 

errors (SEs)  for GDs were estimated using the jackknife procedure (Efron, 1979) with 

resampling over primer pairs (Tivang et al., 1994). Coefficients of correlation between 

GDSSR and f were calculated using simple correlation coefficients (Snedecor and Cochran, 

1980). In addition, the linear relationship between f and GD was tested with a lack-of-fit 

test. Calculation of GDs were performed with the PLABSIM software (Frisch et al., 2000). 

All other statistical calculations were performed with the R software package (Ihaka and 

Gentleman, 1996).  

Suppose progeny line O is derived from a biparental cross (e.g., F2, BC1, or BC2 

generation) between the homozygous parent P1 and P2 and the GDs between P1 and P2 or 

O are denoted by GD(P1,P2) and GD(P1,O), respectively. When O was an F2-derived homozy-

gous progeny line, P1 was the first parent listed in the pedigree record of O. When O was a 

BC1-derived inbred, P1 was the recurrent parent, whereas P2 was the donor parent. If GD 

is determined by a large number of polymorphic markers with uniform coverage of the 

entire genome, we obtain the following equation: 

)2,1(),1( )1( PPOP GDpGD −= ,       [1] 

where p denotes the proportion of the genome transmitted from P1 to O. 

Solving Eq. [1] for p yields 

)2,1(

),1(1
PP

OP

GD
GD

p −= ,        [2]  

which can be used for estimating p. Similar formulas were given by Bernardo et al. (1997, 

2000) on the basis of the number of common bands between P1 and O or the simple 

matching coefficient (Sneath and Sokal, 1973). Since the latter is based on single alleles 

without weighting of multiple bands within a marker locus, we chose the Rogers’ distance 

for this study. 
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In the absence of selection, p is a random variable with distribution properties de-

pending on (a) the degree of relatedness between P1 and O and (b) the number and length 

of the chromosomes (Wang and Bernardo, 2000). If P1 and P2 are unrelated (f(P1,P2)=0), 

then the expected value pµ  of p corresponds to the coancestry f(P1,O) and, thus, pµ =0.500, 

0.750, and 0.875 for F2-, BC1-, or BC2-derived progeny lines of P1, respectively. 

Formulas for the variance  of F2
pσ 2- or BC1-derived progeny lines were given by 

Wang and Bernardo (2000). In addition, numerical values for maize were obtained for F2-, 

BC1-, or BC2-derived progeny lines from stochastic simulations by Bohn et al. (2004). The 

latter were based on a genetic model allowing for genetic drift but neither selection nor 

mutation. Hence, empirical and simulated frequency distributions of p values were com-

pared with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Lehmann, 1986) to check for significant devia-

tions caused by selection or mutations. Equality of variances of empirical and simulated 

frequency distributions of p was evaluated with Levene’s test (Levene, 1960).  

If progeny lines are derived from a large number of bi-parental crosses with  

different pairs of parents P1 and P2 representative for a germplasm pool, then GD(P1,P2) can 

be regarded as a random variable with mean  
)2,1( PPGDµ and variance . Since the 

value of p for a specific progeny is completely unrelated to the GD of its parent lines, 

GD

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

(P1,P2) and p are stochastically independent. Thus, we obtain from Eq. [1] the following 

equations (Bohn et al., 2004): 

pGDGDGD PPPPOP
µµµµ

)2,1()2,1(),1(
−=       [3] 

2222222
)2,1()2,1()2,1(),1(

)1( pGDpGDGDpGD PPPPPPOP
σσσµσµσ ++−= ,   [4] 

where 
),1( OPGDµ and are the mean and variance of GD2

),1( OPGDσ (P1,O), respectively, for a given 

relationship between O and P1. By inserting experimental estimates for  and esti-

mates for 

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

pµ and  determined (a) either from computer simulations (Bohn et al., 2004) 

or (b) the formulas given by Wang and Bernardo, (2000), we were able to calculate pre-

dicted values for and compare them with estimated values for F

2
pσ

2
),1( OPGDσ 2- or BC1-derived 

progeny lines from unrelated parents. In addition, Eq.[4] permits to compare the relative 
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influence of  and on the variance of GD2
pσ 2

)2,1( PPGDσ (P1,O) for F2- or BC1-derived progeny 

lines, which is of importance for the question of EDV thresholds. In addition, simulated 

GD(P1,O) values were calculated with Eq. [1] for each material group on the basis of simu-

lated p values and 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ and for  observed GD2

)2,1( PPGDσ (P1,P2) values of unrelated lines. 

 

Threshold Scenarios  

To increase the sample size, not only GD values obtained within triplets were used 

for evaluation of potential thresholds (T), but all GD values of the dataset with correspon-

ding f values of 0.500, 0.750, and 0.875 for F2-, BC1-, or BC2-derived progeny lines. The 

frequency distributions of empirical GD(P1,O) values for F2-, BC1-, or BC2-derived progeny 

lines were approximated by beta distributions (Johnson et al., 1995) with parameters cho-

sen such that the mean and variance of the original distribution were conserved. Based on 

these distributions, we calculated Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) errors for various EDV 

thresholds T and various types of populations. Here, α corresponds to the probability that a 

true IDV will be wrongly judged as EDV and 1-β corresponds to the probability that a true 

EDV will not be recognized as such and judged as IDV (Fig. 1). First, we considered the 

situation that an F2-derived progeny will be regarded as IDV, but a BC1-derived progeny as 

EDV. Second, we assumed that a BC1-derived progeny will be regarded as IDV, but a BC2-

derived progeny as EDV. 

SSR- or RFLP-based GD values of 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10 were suggested as 

possible EDV thresholds T by ASTA (Smith and Smith, 1989), ASSINSEL (2000), SE-

PROMA (Leipert, 2003, personal communication) and Troyer and Rocheford (2002), re-

spectively. For all thresholds, the corresponding α and 1-β values were calculated for ho-

mozygous progeny lines derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 populations. In addition, other 

thresholds T with fixed α=0.05 (T0.05) or α=1-β (Tα=1-β) were tested.  
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Results 

 
Genetic Variation for SSRs 

A total of 1099 SSR alleles were observed with the 100 SSRs on the set of 220 in-

bred lines. The number of alleles per marker varied from 3 to 26. PIC values ranged from 

0.10 to 0.88 with a mean of 0.71. Only 3.7% of all marker data points were missing due to 

amplification failure or null alleles.  Correlations between GD and f were highly significant 

(P<0.01) for all three material groups and highest for dent lines  

(r=-0.90**), intermediate for flint lines (r=-0.75**) and lowest for introgression lines  

(r=-0.58**). In addition, we observed a linear relationship between f and GD for all three 

material groups. A detailed description of the genetic diversity of the germplasm is given 

elsewhere. 

 

Parental Contributions (p) for F2- and BC1-derived Progenies 

The three material groups did not differ from each other in their means pµ̂  for both 

the F2- and BC1- derived progenies. Hence, the data from all three groups were pooled for 

further analyses. For F2-derived progenies, SSR-based estimates of p ranged from 0.25 to 

0.74 with pµ̂ =0.49 (Fig. 2), close to the expectation of 0.50. Variances for observed and 

simulated values of p ( ) did not differ significantly (P<0.05) (Table 2). Frequency dis-

tributions for observed and simulated estimates of p were significantly different (P<0.05) 

from each other due to a higher kurtosis of the former. 

2
pσ

SSR-based estimates of p for BC1-derived progenies varied from 0.51 to 0.80 with 

a mean pµ̂ =0.66, which was significantly smaller than the expectation of 0.75 (Fig. 2). 

Variances for observed and simulated values of p ( ) were not significantly (P<0.05) 

different from each other (Table 2). Frequency distributions for observed and simulated 

estimates of p showed significant differences (P<0.01) due to the shift to smaller values, 

the lower skewness and the higher kurtosis for the distribution of observed p values.  

2
pσ
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Genetic Distances among Unrelated Parental Inbred Lines 

GDs among unrelated (f(P1,P2)=0) flint lines ranged from 0.23 to 0.79 with 

)2,1(
ˆ

PPGDµ =0.58 (Fig. 3). GDs for unrelated dent lines varied from 0.25 to 0.85 with a sig-

nificantly (P<0.01) larger mean 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ =0.61. Unrelated parents of introgression lines, 

consisting of pairs of European and U.S. maize lines, had by far the largest range from 0.22 

to 0.93 and also a significantly (P<0.01) higher mean 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ =0.74 than the intra-pool 

pairs of the other two material groups. 

  

Subdivision of the Variance of GD(P1,O) for F2- and BC1-derived Progenies 

Observed values of  obtained directly from experimental data were in close 

agreement with the predicted values calculated with Eq.[4] on the basis of simu-

lated values of 

2
),1( OPGDσ

2
),1( OPGDσ

pµ  and  as well as experimental estimates of 2
pσ

)2,1(
ˆ

PPGDµ and .  

Further analysis revealed that for F

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

2-derived progenies 65% of could be explained 

by  and 34% by . For BC

2
),1( OPGDσ

2
pσ 2

)2,1( PPGDσ 1-derived progenies, 94% of were explained 

by  and only 5% by . The contribution of  the product to   

was less than 1% for both F

2
),1( OPGDσ

2
pσ 2

)2,1( PPGDσ 22
)2,1( PPGDpσσ 2

),1( OPGDσ

2- and BC1-derived progeny lines (Table 2). 

  

Evaluation of EDV-Threshold Scenarios 

Observed frequency distributions of GD values for F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived 

progenies fitted well the approximated beta distributions for flint and dent lines, but only 

moderately for introgression lines (Fig. 4). For all three material groups, considerable over-

laps between the frequency distributions of GDs for F2- vs. BC1- as well as for BC1- vs. 

BC2-derived progenies were observed. Within each generation, 
),1(

ˆ
OPGDµ  was significantly 

higher (P<0.05) for the dent lines than for the flint lines. In addition, 
),1(

ˆ
OPGDµ  for the intro-

gression lines was always significantly higher (P<0.01) than 
),1(

ˆ
OPGDµ  for the flint and dent 
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lines. Estimates of for the same generation were not significantly different (P<0.01) 

between flint and dent lines but significantly (P<0.01) larger for introgression lines. 

2
),1( OPGDσ

Given α=0.05 for F2-derived lines, the power β to classify a BC1-derived progeny 

line as EDV amounted to 77%, 63%, and 15% for the particular thresholds determined for 

flint, dent, and introgression lines, respectively (Table 3.). Corresponding values of β for 

BC2-derived lines, assuming α=0.05 for BC1-derived lines were smaller for flint and dent 

lines, but larger for introgression lines. The power β for thresholds determined for α=1-β to 

classify BC1- or BC2-derived progenies as EDVs increased considerably compared to the 

values for α=0.05. This increase in the power β, however, is associated with higher values 

for α. Therefore, this leads to a considerably higher frequency of F2- or BC1-derived 

progenies incorrectly classified as EDVs. 

For T=0.25, 0.20, or 0.15, the corresponding α levels for F2-derived lines varied  

between α=0.18 and α=0.00 (Table 3). Corresponding β values ranged between 7% and 

92%. For T=0.15 and T=0.10, the power β to detect a BC2-derived line as EDV varied 

from 10% to 99% with corresponding α values for BC1-derived lines ranging from 0.02 to 

0.07. For each T substantial differences for α and β  between flint, dent, and introgression 

lines were observed.  

For α=0.05 and α=1-β, T values obtained from simulated data were lower than 

from observed data with the exception of α=0.05 for introgression lines (Table 3.). For all 

these scenarios, the power β to classify BC1- or BC2-derived progeny lines as EDVs was 

similar between thresholds based on observed and simulated values of GD(P1,P2) for both 

flint and dent lines. For introgression lines, however, β was substantially higher for T  

values based on simulated data than those based on observed data. Considerable differ-

ences existed also between observed and simulated data regarding values of α and β for  

T=0.25, 0.20, 0.15 and 0.10. 
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Discussion 
 

Our study was initiated by commercial breeding companies to derive EDV thresh-

olds in maize based on scientifically reliable criteria, as requested by UPOV and ASSIN-

SEL. Representative germplasm for each material group was taken from public and private 

breeding programs. SSRs were chosen as a suitable marker system due to their known map 

positions, high degree of polymorphism and suitability for automated high-throughput 

analyses. Therefore, our results are relevant for the definition of EDV thresholds and pro-

vide a general overview on putative essential derivation scenarios in European maize 

germplasm and the power of SSRs for identification of EDVs.   

 

Use of SSR-Based GDs for Identification of EDVs 

The rationale for using SSR-based GD estimates for identification of EDVs is their 

close relationship to f. Therefore, they can be used to uncover close pedigree relationships 

between pairs of inbred lines. Correlations between GDs and f calculated across the entire 

data set (r=0.77) and separately for each material group were similar or higher than re-

ported in previous studies with maize (Lübberstedt et al., 1999; Pejic et al., 1998). This 

reflects the broad basis of germplasm in this study ranging from unrelated to closely re-

lated combinations of lines. Moreover, the linear relationship of GD and f corroborates that 

GDs based on SSRs faithfully reflect the genetic diversity of the germplasm. In spite of the 

observed high correlations, considerable variation was observed for GD values obtained 

for the same f values and, thus, overlaps in the frequency distributions of GDs occurred for 

f=0.50, 0.75, and 0.88. Therefore, F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies could not be dis-

tinguished unambiguously by their GD(P1,O).   

 

Factors Influencing GD(P1,O)

According to Eq. [1], GD(P1,O) is influenced by two factors: GD(P1,P2) and p. Assum-

ing the ideal case that unrelated lines (f(P1,P2) = 0) show a GD of 1.0, GD(P1,O) yields an es-

timate of 1-p, wich theoretically results in the highest discrimination ability between dif-

ferent types of progeny. However, even for this most favorable case, considerable overlaps 
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between the frequency distributions of F2- and BC1-derived or between BC1- and BC2-

derived lines were found in simulations (Fig. 1).  

Means and variances for distributions of observed p values for F2-derived progenies 

were to a large extent identical with the distribution of simulated p values. However, the 

observed pµ̂  for BC1-derived progenies was substantially lower than the expectation (Ta-

ble 2). This shift towards the distribution of F2-derived progenies is very likely attributable 

to the selection of the most vigorous BC1 plants in the development of improved progeny 

lines. Due to the phenomenon of heterosis, such BC1 plants are more heterozygous  and 

consequently have a higher proportion of donor genome than the average. Obviously this 

selection for more heterozygous plants would result in an increased overlap in the fre-

quency distributions of GDs between F2- and BC1-derived or between BC1- and BC2-

derived lines, compared to the simulated data shown in Figure 1.  

Further comparison of the above-mentioned ideal case with authentic data revealed 

that GD(P1,P2) between unrelated lines was lower than 1.0 and showed a considerable vari-

ance . This leads to condensed and more flat frequency distributions for GD2
)2,1( PPGDσ (P1,O) 

values of F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies and, therefore, to a further increase of the 

overlaps. The magnitude of the overlaps is mainly caused by the parameters 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ  and 

 of unrelated lines. Due to different levels of genetic diversity among breeding 

germplasm of crops, 

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

)2,1(
ˆ

PPGDµ  and   vary considerably among different crop spe-

cies. For example, the GDs between unrelated barley (Melchinger et al., 1994) or tomato 

cultivars (Grandillo et al., 1999) were substantially lower than observed in maize 

(Messmer et al., 1993). This underlines the necessity of crop-specific thresholds T for the 

discrimination of EDVs and IDVs. 

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

 

Power of SSR-based GDs to Detect EDVs 

For fixed thresholds of T=0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10, substantial differences for the 

Type I error α and the Type II error 1-βΤ were found between the three material groups. 

Further analyses revealed that pooling of flint and dent data would lead to a significant 

increase of flint lines in the fraction of EDVs (data not shown). Moreover, developing a 
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joint threshold for intra-pool and inter-pool progenies would result in a substantially 

greater risk of developing an EDV from intra-pool than inter-pool crosses. Consequently, a 

pool-specific approach is more fair in terms of α and 1-βΤ than fixed GD thresholds. 

Therefore, thresholds T need to be gene pool specific and different thresholds must be de-

veloped for potential EDVs from intra-pool crosses than for progenies from inter-pool 

crosses. 

The thresholds calculated for simulated GD(P1,O) values were generally lower than 

from observed data. This can be partially explained by the occurrence of non-parental al-

leles. The most probable reason for this shift, however, is the fact that simulated GD values 

were based on 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ and of all pairwise distances between unrelated (f=0) lines 

within a material group. But breeders often prefer using genetically diverse inbred lines 

within a gene pool as parents for their recycling breeding. This iplies that the parental lines 

used in breeding programs may not be a random sample of all unrelated lines of a germ-

plasm pool. When the generation of simulated GD values was repeated with the mean and 

variance of only the GDs of parental lines actually used, this resulted in a shift of the 

thresholds towards the corresponding experimental values.  

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

 

Precision of GDs and Number of Markers Required 

Apart from their Type I and Type II errors, the robustness of GD(P1,O) against addi-

tion, substitution, or removal of markers is an important factor to be considered for the 

development of appropriate thresholds. Standard errors (SEs) attached with GD values 

were of considerable size across all scenarios and material groups, but decreased with de-

creasing GD thresholds. Assuming a 95% confidence interval (CI) for GD thresholds, this 

would range from –2 SEs to +2 SEs and, e.g., from 0.13 to 0.29 for T0.05 (F2 vs. BC1 for 

flint lines) and from 0.04 to 0.14 (BC1 vs. BC2 for flint lines). Thus, a number of 100 SSRs 

seems to be at the lower limit for identification of EDVs, as high SEs for GDs increase the 

probability of Type I or Type II errors. Hence, we recommend a two-stage procedure for 

identification of EDVs with SSRs in which a set of 100 SSRs uniformly distributed across 

the genome is analyzed initially, and if there are doubts about the relationship of an IV and 

a potential EDV, a second set of 100 or more SSR markers is analyzed subsequently. 
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Given a maximum SE of GDs, one can calculate the necessary number of markers 

to reach this SEs depending on the mean number of alleles per marker. Minimizing the 

mean SE for GDs to acceptable values of 0.02 or 0.01 in our study would require a sub-

stantial increase in the necessary number of SSRs. For example, a minimum of 260 SSRs 

would be required to reduce the average SE to 0.01 at a GD level of 0.20. As an alternative, 

the SE of GDs can be reduced by the choice of highly polymorphic SSR markers. The ef-

fective number of alleles (ne) in our study was 4.2. If it could be  doubled to ne=8.4 by an 

appropriate choice of highly polymorphic SSR markers only ~120 SSRs would be required 

to reduce the average SE to 0.01 at a GD level of 0.20. As this high degree of polymor-

phism is rather unrealistic in connection with an equal distribution of markers over the 

maize genome, different types of markers seem more promising. This includes the use of a 

standard DNA chips for EDV identification with the extended large-scale use of expression 

patterns, the high-throughput application of newly developed marker systems like single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), or the targeted use of allelic information such as the 

generation of haplotypes.  

In addition, intra-varietal variation caused by heterogeneity within lines and lab er-

rors must be considered for the development of thresholds. If ignored, this leads to an 

overestimation of GDs and, therefore, a bias to the benefit of the breeder of the potential 

EDV (Heckenberger et al., 2002). Hence, thresholds should be adapted accordingly to re-

duce this bias. In addition, thresholds must be specific according to a particular set of 

markers, as the specific choice of markers should be neutral with regard to the conclusion, 

whether a variety is deemed as an EDV or not. 

 

Appropriate Distance Measures  

It is desirable that the GDs between the progeny and either parent add up to the GD 

between the parental lines (Melchinger, 1993). From all commonly used genetic distance 

measures, this criterion holds generally only true for the Rogers’ (1972) and the Nei and Li 

(1979) distance. In addition, a linear relationship to f is requested, which is fulfilled by 

both GD measures. Coefficients like Dice (1945), Jaccard (1908), or simple matching 

(Sneath and Sokal, 1973) are based on single bands, irrespective of the marker to which 

they belong. Therefore, heterozygous loci are overweighted. In contrast, Rogers’ distance 
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is based on the frequencies of alleles of each marker. Therefore, multiple alleles for a par-

ticular marker are weighted in comparison with homozygous alleles of another marker. In 

addition, frequency-based distance measures could be applied for population varieties and 

it would be possible to include codominant data from dominant marker systems (Jansen et 

al., 2001; Piepho and Koch, 2000). Therefore, we recommend the Rogers’ distance for 

identification of EDVs with SSRs. Moreover, we conclude that EDV thresholds must be 

specific for the distance measure used. 

 

Conclusions 

Our results showed that GDs based on SSRs are suitable tools to distinguish bet-

ween progenies derived from F2, BC1 or BC2 source populations, however, associated with 

a certain error rate. Due to the observed overlaps in the frequency distributions of GD(P1,O) 

for F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies, the choice of an appropriate threshold T is a cru-

cial issue to minimize the Type I (α) and the Type II (1-βΤ) errors. Whereas the GD thresh-

old suggested by ASSINSEL (0.20) results in fairly acceptable α and 1-βΤ values for flint 

lines, but fairly low 1-βΤ values for dent and introgression lines, we recommend crop- and 

genepool-specific thresholds on the basis of a fixed α level or α=1-βΤ. Furthermore, the 

threshold should depend on the marker set and distance measure chosen. Implementation 

of the EDV concept in practical plant breeding requires a standard set of a large number of 

highly polymorphic markers for reliable determination of GDs. In addition, we strongly 

recommend replications of lab assays to minimize lab errors. The frequency distributions 

of GDs used in this study were based on unrelated parental lines. Obviously, use of related 

parents for the development of new varieties by recycling breeding will increase the prob-

ability of breeding an EDV from an accepted breeding procedure.  
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Tables & Figures 
 
 
Table 1. Number and type of parent-offspring triplets  
 

 

 Dent Flint Introgression Total 

F2 38 68 29 136 

BC1/2 12 0 16 27 

Total 50 68 45 163 
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Figure 1. Cumulative frequency distributions of GD(P1,O) for F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived 
progenies based on simulated data assuming GD(P1,P2)=0.00 Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) 
errors refer to T=0.37 for discriminating F2 vs. BC1-derived progeny lines. 
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Figure 2.  Histograms of observed (columns) and simulated (curve) parental contributions (p) 
for F2- and BC1-derived progeny lines. Observed (µ(obs)) and simulated (µ(sim)) means are in-
dicated by dotted and dashed lines, respectively. 
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Table 2. Comparison of observed and simulated or calculated parameters for the statistical 
concept used in this study. 

 

Parameter F2  BC1

 observed simulated  observed simulated 

pµ   0.4893 0.5000 0.6567 0.7500 
2
pσ   0.0107 0.0102 0.0088 0.0076 

)2,1( PPGDµ  0.6314 0.7277 
2

)2,1( PPGD
σ  0.0024 0.0034 

),1(
ˆ

OPGDµ  0.3095 0.3157† 0.2465 0.1819†

2
),1( OPGD

σ   0.0051 0.0063‡ 0.0034 0.0043‡

 
† Calculated with Eq. [1] on the basis of observed

)2,1( PPGDµ and  and simulated 2
)2,1( PPGD

σ pµ  and  
2
pσ

‡ Calculated with Eq. [4] on the basis of observed 
)2,1( PPGDµ and  and simulated 2

)2,1( PPGD
σ pµ  and 2

pσ
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Figure 3.  Histograms of Rogers’ genetic distances calculated from SSR data between unre-
lated (f=0) lines from European Flint and Dent and parents of introgression lines. Means 
are indicated by solid lines. 
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  Figure 4. Cumulative histograms (columns) and approximated beta distributions (curves) for 
genetic distances based on 100 SSRs for F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies. Variables 
n, µ, and SD refer to the number of values, the arithmethic mean, and the standard devia-
tion of GD values for the particular distribution, respectively. 

 

 n µ SD 
F2 370 0.31 0.06
BC1 21 0.17 0.03
BC2 6 0.12 0.03
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Table 3. Evaluation of the discriminatory power of different EDV thresholds (T) based on 
observed and simulated data. SE refers to the average standard error of observed GDs, 
which were equal to the particular threshold. 

 

Scenario  Flint lines  Dent lines  Introgression lines 
 observed simulated  observed simulated  observed simulated 

---------------------------------------------(F2 vs. BC1) ----------------------------------------------- 
α=0.05  

T0.05  0.21 0.17  0.24 0.18  0.19 0.24 
(1-βΤ)  0.77 0.72  0.63 0.71  0.15 0.85 
SE   0.041 0.036  0.041 0.039  0.039 0.041 

α=β  
Tα=β  0.24 0.20  0.28 0.22  0.32 0.26 
α=β    0.12 0.12  0.17 0.14  0.32 0.10 
SE  0.041 0.039  0.045 0.042  0.047 0.043 

T=0.25 (ASTA)  
α  0.18 0.30  0.07 0.26  0.15 0.07 
(1-βΤ)  0.92 0.98  0.68 0.95  0.40 0.90 
SE  0.043 0.043  0.043 0.043  0.043 0.043 

T=0.20 (ASSINSEL)  
α  0.03 0.11  0.01 0.09  0.07 0.02 
(1-βΤ)  0.72 0.87  0.39 0.81  0.19 0.70 
SE   0.039 0.039  0.039 0.039  0.039 0.039 

T=0.15 (SEPROMA-orange)  
α  0.00 0.02  0.00 0.02  0.01 0.02 
(1-βΤ)  0.36 0.59  0.13 0.53  0.07 0.06 
SE  0.034 0.034  0.034 0.034  0.034 0.034 

---------------------------------------------(BC1 vs. BC2) --------------------------------------------- 
α=0.05  

T0.05  0.09 0.07  0.12 0.07  0.15 0.08 
(1-βΤ)  0.60 0.55  0.40 0.50  0.29 0.54 
SE   0.027 0.024  0.030 0.027  0.034 0.027 

α=β  
Tα=β  0.11 0.10  0.16 0.10  0.24 0.12 
α=β    0.11 0.20  0.18 0.18  0.35 0.18 
ES  0.031 0.028  0.036 0.028  0.041 0.030 

T=0.15 (SEPROMA-orange)  
α  0.37 0.59  0.13 0.53  0.07 0.06 
(1-βΤ)  0.99 0.98  0.72 0.97  0.47 0.44 
SE  0.034 0.034  0.034 0.034  0.034 0.034 

T=0.10 (Troyer et al./SEPROMA-red)  
α  0.07 0.00  0.02 0.00  0.01 0.10 
(1-βΤ)  0.75 0.20  0.16 0.18  0.10 0.72 
SE   0.028 0.028  0.028 0.028  0.028 0.028 
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5. Identification of essentially derived varieties (EDVs) derived from  

biparental crosses of homozygous lines. II. Morphological distances and 

heterosis in comparison with SSR and AFLP data in maize 

 

M. Heckenberger, M. Bohn, D. Klein, and A. E. Melchinger 

  

Abstract 
 

Morphological traits and heterosis have been proposed apart from genetic distances 

(GDs) based on molecular markers as possible tools to assess the genetic conformity 

between putative essentially derived varieties (EDVs) and their initial varieties (IVs). 

However, for maize and other crops no consensus has been reached regarding methods and 

thresholds for identification of EDVs, because reliable benchmark data are lacking. The 

objectives of this study were to (1) evaluate the power of morphological traits and heterosis 

to discriminate between homozygous progenies derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 popula-

tions, (2) compare the findings to published data based on SSRs and AFLPs, and (3) draw 

conclusions about the usefulness of the various distance measures for identification of 

EDVs. Morphological distances (MDs) based on 25 traits and mid-parent heterosis for 12 

traits were observed for a total of 58 European maize inbred lines comprising 38 triplets. A 

triplet consisted of one homozygous line derived from a F2, BC1 or BC2 population and 

both parental inbreds. In addition, all inbreds were genotyped with 100 uniformly distri-

buted SSRs and 20 AFLP primer combinations in companion studies for calculation of 

genetic distances (GDs). Correlations between the coancestry coefficient, GDs, MDs, and 

midparent heterosis were significant and high for most traits. However, thresholds for 

EDVs to discriminate between F2- and BC1-derived or BC1- and BC2-derived progenies 

using only morphological distances or heterosis yielded considerably higher values for 

Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) errors than observed with GDs based on SSRs and AFLPs. 

Consequently, we suggest a multi-stage procedure with the initial use of morphological 

data and a consecutive fingerprinting with molecular markers for identification of EDVs. 
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Introduction 

 

Plant variety protection (PVP) systems and their laws and regulations should bal-

ance commercial interests and warrant sustainable development of new cultivars. On the 

one hand, registered plant varieties need to be protected against plagiarism and misuse. On 

the other hand, protected germplasm should be accessible to secure future breeding pro-

gress. Therefore, the concept of “breeder’s exemption” was introduced into the UPOV 

convention to solve the obvious conflict between the different stakeholders within the PVP 

system (UPOV, 1978). Accordingly, plant breeders have access to protected germplasm for 

the development of new varieties.  

New methods such as doubled haploids, marker-assisted backcrossing, and genetic 

engineering have provided the technical basis to undermine the breeder’s exemption in the 

original sense of the UPOV convention. These tools allow to add a small number of genes 

to a protected variety and apply for PVP for this “new” variety. In addition, it is possible to 

select on purpose for lines that are similar to their parents. Therefore, the efforts invested in 

breeding the original variety can be exploited by the breeder of the plagiarized variety 

without indemnification. For this reason, the concept of essentially derived varieties 

(EDVs) was implemented into the revised UPOV convention (UPOV, 1991) and several 

national plant variety protection acts.  

Accordingly, a variety is deemed to be essentially derived from an initial variety 

(IV), if it is clearly distinguishable but genetically conform to the IV. If the extent of con-

formity exceeds a certain threshold, the concept of essentially derived varieties (EDVs) 

indicates that the breeder of the EDV has to arrive at an agreement with the breeder of the 

IV. However, no consensus has currently been reached on the methods for determining the 

genetic conformity to distinguish between EDVs and independently derived varieties 

(IDVs). In addition, accepted or non-accepted breeding procedures have not yet been de-

fined. 

Molecular markers, especially simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and amplified frag-

ment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) have been recommended as appropriate tools for 

determining EDVs in various crops including maize (Dillmann et al., 1997; Bernardo and 
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Kahler, 2001; Roldan Ruiz et al., 2000a). By contrast, the use of morphological traits or 

heterosis is still under debate (ASSINSEL, 1999). Hitherto, accurate morphological and 

agronomic descriptions of cultivars and varieties are the basis of tests for distinctness, uni-

formity and stability (DUS) within world-wide PVP systems and assure farmers and bree-

ders that they are using clearly identifiable varieties to high standards of purity and quality 

(Smith and Smith, 1989a). In addition, numerous studies showed significant correlations 

between midparent heterosis and the coefficient of parentage (f) (Melchinger, 1999; Smith 

et al., 1991). For these reasons, proponents of the use of morphological traits or heterosis 

for identifications of EDVs argue that phenotypic information provides the basis for PVP 

and should also be used for identification of EDVs. First studies on the ability of morpho-

logical traits to estimate the genetic conformity between related ryegrass (Lolium perenne 

L.) varieties were performed by Gilliland et al. (2000) and Roldan Ruiz et al. (2000b) but 

revealed only a limited power to distinguish between IDVs and EDVs. 

In maize, a triangular instead of a linear relationship was observed between mor-

phological distances and genetic distances or the coancestry coefficient (f) (Dillmann and 

Guérin, 1998). In addition, genetic relationships among maize inbred lines on the basis of 

morphology were essentially random compared to any relation derived from heterosis or 

pedigree data (Smith and Smith, 1989b). However, data on the usefulness of heterosis or 

morphological traits that reflect the degree of relatedness of maize inbred lines in terms of 

essential derivation is scanty. 

The main goal of this study was to investigate the relationship of homozygous 

progeny lines in maize derived from F2, BC1, or BC2 populations to their parental inbreds 

based on heterosis and morphological distances (MDs) in comparison with SSR- and 

AFLP-based genetic distances (GDs). In detail, our objectives were to (1) evaluate the 

power of heterosis and MDs to discriminate between progenies derived from F2, BC1, and 

BC2 populations, (2) compare the findings to published data based on SSRs and AFLPs, 

and (3) draw conclusions about the usefulness of the various distance measures for identi-

fication of EDVs.  
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Materials and Methods 
 
Plant Materials 

A total of 58 elite maize inbred lines were analyzed comprising 24 European flint 

and 34 European dent lines. These lines originated from the maize breeding programs at 

the University of Hohenheim (Stuttgart, Germany) and two commercial breeding compa-

nies in Germany. The 58 lines comprised 38 triplets. A triplet consisted of one progeny line 

O and both parental lines P1 and P2. The materials consisted of 26 intra-pool triplets of 

European dent and 12 intra-pool triplets of European flint lines. Progenies were either de-

rived from F2, BC1 or BC2 populations. 

For each combination of lines within a triplet (P1xP2, P1xO, and P2xO), seeds 

from the corresponding F1 hybrid were generated. In addition, if more than one progeny 

line (O1, O2, …., Oj) was derived from a cross of the same two parental lines, each possible 

F1 hybrid (O1xO2, …, Oj-1xOj) was generated. In total 114 intra-pool F1 hybrids were tested 

in this study. Detailed information on all 38 triplets, the 58 maize inbreds and the hybrids 

included in this study is available as supplemental data in Tables C and D in the appendix 

of this thesis. 

  

Molecular Analyses 

All lines were genotyped with a set of 100 SSR markers uniformly covering the en-

tire maize genome as described in detail by Heckenberger et al. (2002). The 100 SSRs 

were selected on the basis of reliable single-locus amplification, absence of null alleles, 

high degree of polymorphism, and high reproducibility of the bands. SSR analyses were 

performed on a commercial basis by Celera (1756 Picasso Avenue, Davis CA 95616, 

USA). In addition, all lines were genotyped for AFLPs by Keygene N.V. (P.O. Box 216, 

6700 AE Wageningen, The Netherlands). A total of 20 AFLP primer combinations (PCs) 

was used as described in detail by Heckenberger et al. (2003). AFLP markers were referred 

to a proprietary integrated map of maize as described by Peleman et al. (2000). 
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Experimental Design 

Field experiments were conducted in 2000 and 2001 at three locations in South 

Germany with two replications per location. All sites (Bad Krozingen, Eckartsweier, and 

Scherzheim) are located in the Upper Rhine Valley, a major area of grain-maize production 

in Germany. All inbred lines and hybrids of a triplet were grown together in one block. 

Within each triplet block, F1 hybrids were grown side-by-side with their parental lines to 

guarantee heterosis estimates with high accuracy. All trials received standard cultural prac-

tices of fertilization as well as control of insects and weeds.  

The experimental unit was a three-row plot with a row spacing of 0.75 m and a plot 

length of 4.0 m. Trials were overplanted and later thinned manually to 26 plants per row 

with a final plant density of 8.7 plants/m2. Each row was harvested separately. To reduce 

neighbor effects between adjacent plots with different vigor (inbreds vs. hybrids), only data 

of the middle row of each plot were used for further analyses. The experiment was per-

formed using a randomized block design. Parameter values were observed for 23 morpho-

logical traits according to the UPOV guidelines (UPOV, 1978) and 6 additional agronomic 

traits (Tab. 1) by measuring a minimum of 5 individual plants of a particular plot or by 

visual observation of the whole plot.  

 

Statistical Analyses 

Grain yield for each single row was adjusted to 84.5% dry matter content (DMC). 

Heterosis was determined as midparent-heterosis MPMPFMPH /)( 1 −= , where F1 is the 

F1 hybrid performance and 2/)( 21 PPMP +=  the mid-parent value in which P1 and P2 are 

the performance of the inbred parents, respectively. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were 

performed for morphological traits and midparent heterosis using a statistical model con-

sidering genotypes as fixed effects and environments as random effects. Heritabilities (h2) 

were estimated on an entry-mean basis for all traits. Likewise, heritabilities (h2
MPH) was 

calculated on a triplet-mean basis for heterotic traits (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). For 

calculation of morphological distances (MDs), observations for each trait were standard-

ized by dividing with the phenotypic standard deviation of the particular trait. Euclidean 

(MDEUC) and Mahalanobis (1936) (MDMAH) distances were calculated based on standar-

dized observations for each pairwise comparison of inbred lines. Malécot’s (1948) 
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coancestry coefficient (f) was calculated between all pairwise line combinations. Genetic 

distances (GDs) between lines based on SSR (GDSSR) or AFLP (GDAFLP) data were esti-

mated using Rogers’ distance (1972). The linear relationship between 1-f, GDs, MDs, and 

heterosis estimates was evaluated with a lack-of-fit test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1980). 

Empirical and approximated frequency distributions of MD values were compared with a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Lehmann, 1986) to check for significant deviations. Simple 

correlations (r) were calculated between 1-f, GDs, MDs, and heterosis estimates. Homoge-

neity of variance components of data from flint and dent germplasm was evaluated with 

Levene’s test (1960). Variance components and correlations were not significantly different 

between flint and dent lines. Consequently, only results from pooled data were reported. 

In order to evaluate potential EDV thresholds, the cumulative frequency distribu-

tions for genetic distances were approximated with beta distributions (Johnson et al., 1995) 

as described in detail by Heckenberger et al. (2004a) Frequency distributions for morpho-

logical distances and midparent heterosis for F2-, BC1-, or BC2-derived progeny lines were 

approximated by normal distributions with parameters chosen such that the mean and  

variance of the original distribution were conserved. Based on these distributions, we cal-

culated Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) errors for various EDV thresholds and various types of 

populations as suggested in a companion paper for molecular marker data (Heckenberger 

et al., 2004a). Here, α corresponds to the probability that a true IDV will be wrongly 

judged as EDV and 1-β corresponds to the probability that a true EDV will not be recog-

nized as such and judged as IDV. We first investigated the situation that an F2-derived 

progeny will be considered as IDV, but a BC1-derived progeny as EDV. Alternatively, we 

regarded a BC1-derived progeny as IDV, but a BC2-derived progeny as EDV.  

Statistical analyses of marker data and f values were performed as described by 

Heckenberger et al. (2004a) using the PLABSIM software package (Frisch et al., 2000). 

ANOVA for field experiments were calculated with the PLABSTAT software (Utz, 2001). 

All other statistical calculations were carried out with the R software package (Ihaka and 

Gentleman, 1996).  
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Results 

 

Morphological Traits and Heterosis Data 

Estimates of genotypic variances ( ) pooled across flint and dent inbred lines 

were significant (P<0.01) for all traits (Table 1). In addition, significant (P<0.01) genotype 

x environment interactions were observed for most traits due to cool and wet weather con-

ditions in 2000 and hot and dry weather conditions in 2001. In most cases  was consid-

erably smaller than .  

2ˆ gσ

2ˆ geσ

2ˆ gσ

Significant (P<0.01) estimates of  among triplets for MPH were observed for 

most traits (Table 2). However, considerable differences were found between traits depen-

ding on the relative amount of MPH with highest values for grain yield (GYD), grain yield 

of hand harvested ears (GYE), number of kernels per ear (NKE), and plant length (PLG). 

Heritabilities for MPH (h

2
gσ

2
MPH) of heterotic traits ranged from 0.66 to 0.97 and were 

slightly smaller than for line per se performance (h2).  

 

SSR and AFLP Marker Data 

A total of 580 SSR alleles and 1053 polymorphic AFLP bands was identified for the 

set of 58 maize lines. The number of alleles per SSR ranged from 3 to 12 with a mean of 

5.9.  PIC values for SSRs varied between 0.08 and 0.86 and averaged 0.64. The number of 

polymorphic bands per AFLP primer combination varied from 40 to 70 with an average of 

54. PIC values for individual AFLP bands ranged from 0.03 to 0.50 with a mean of 0.33. A 

detailed description of the genetic diversity revealed by SSRs and AFLPs in this set of 

lines is given elsewhere.  

 

Relationships Among Distance Measures, Heterosis, and Coancestry 

Correlations (r) between 1-f and genetic distances based on SSRs (GDSSR) and 

AFLPs (GDAFLP) were highly significant (P<0.01) and exceeded 0.85 in both flint and dent 

lines with a single exception (Table 3). By comparison, r values between GDs and MDs 
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were medium (0.40 ≤ r ≤ 0.68). Likewise, r values between MDEUC and MDMAH were only 

of moderate size. Correlations for flint lines were consistently higher than for dent lines. 

Coancestry was moderately correlated with MDEUC, but poorly correlated with MDMAH; 

both relationships showed a triangular form (Fig. 1). 

In contrast, the relationships of GDSSR, GDAFLP and 1-f with MPH were linear for 

most heterotic traits (Fig. 2). Corresponding r values were highly significant (P<0.01) and 

moderate to high depending on the trait (Table 2). In general, these correlations were con-

siderably higher than those of MDEUC or MDMAH with GDSSR, GDAFLP, or 1-f. 

 

Threshold Scenarios for Identification of EDVs 

Observed frequency distributions of MDEUC and MDMAH for F2-, BC1-, and BC2-

derived progenies fitted well the approximated normal distributions in the joint analysis of 

flint and dent lines. Considerable overlaps between the frequency distributions of MDEUC 

and MDMAH were observed for F2- vs. BC1- as well as for BC1- vs. BC2-derived progenies 

(Fig. 3).  

For thresholds based on MDs, the power β to classify a BC1-derived progeny line as 

EDV amounted to 18% for MDEUC and 3% for MDMAH, when choosing α=0.05 for F2-

derived lines (Table 4). Assuming α=0.05 for BC1-derived lines, corresponding values of β 

for BC2-derived lines were considerably higher for MDEUC and MDMAH. The power β for 

thresholds determined by α=1-β to classify BC1- or BC2-derived progenies as EDVs in-

creased considerably compared to the values for α=0.05. This increase in β was associated 

with higher values for α. When potential thresholds were based on MPH, the power β to 

classify a BC1-derived progeny line as EDV ranged from 2% to 30% assuming α=0.05 

between F2-derived lines (Table 4). Choosing α=0.05 for BC1-derived lines, the values of β 

increased for BC2-derived lines. For α=1-β, the power to classify BC1- or BC2-derived 

progenies as EDVs increased substantially, however, this was again associated with higher 

values for α. In general, values for α and 1-β were of similar magnitude for MDs and 

MPH.  

A detailed description of threshold scenarios based on SSR- and AFLP-based GDs 

is given in companion papers (Heckenberger et al., 2004a; 2004b). 
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Discussion 

 

The maize inbred lines examined in our study represent a cross-section of modern 

elite flint and dent inbred lines from commercial and public maize breeding programs in 

Germany. Morphological traits were chosen according to the UPOV guidelines of distinct-

ness, uniformity and stability (DUS). In addition, heterosis and morphological traits were 

determined in extensive field trials over two years and three locations, which exceeds by 

far the number of environments employed for DUS testing within PVP systems. Further-

more, SSRs were selected as a suitable marker system due to their known map positions 

and high degree of polymorphism. AFLPs were chosen due to the greater number of mar-

kers per assay unit and their high reproducibility (Heckenberger et al., 2003). Thus, the 

present study is the first larger investigation after a series of pioneering papers based on 

isozymes and RFLPs (Smith and Smith, 1989a; 1989b; Smith et al., 1991) to provide criti-

cal data on the ability of morphological distances and heterosis for identification of EDVs 

in maize in direct comparison with SSR and AFLP data. For this reason, our results provide 

a well-founded comparison of different distance measures for identification of EDVs in 

maize and may serve as an example for other crops.  

 

Data Quality and Relatedness of Different Measures for Genetic Conformity 

Despite the contrasting climatic conditions during the vegetation seasons in 2000 

and 2001, high heritabilities were observed for morphological traits and midparent hetero-

sis, the former being considerably higher than those reported by Rebourg et al. (2001). In 

addition, UPGMA cluster analysis based on MDEUC showed a clear grouping of flint and 

dent lines, which further corroborates the high quality of morphological data (available as 

supplemental data in Figure A in the appendix of this thesis). The dendrogram based on 

MDMAH showed as well a grouping of flint and dent lines, but contained several inbreds 

that were clustered together with lines of the opposite pool. In addition, only moderate cor-

relations between MCEUC and MDMAH were observed. This can be explained by the dif-

ferent statistical properties of MCEUC and MDMAH, because MDMAH adjusts for the correla-

tions of traits.  
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The graphs between MDs and GDs (Fig. 1) confirmed the triangular relationship of 

morphological and genetic distances reported in previous studies (Dillmann et al., 1997; 

Rebourg et al., 2001). This indicates that low GDs correspond necessarily with low MDs, 

whereas the reverse does not necessarily hold true because high GDs can correspond with 

both high and low MDs (Van Eeuwijk and Baril, 2001). In addition, the triangular shape 

has several biological explanations (Nuel et al., 2001) and is also expected, if only molecu-

lar markers tightly linked with the genes controlling the phenotypic trait(s) were used 

(Burstin and Charcosset, 1997). 

In the present investigation, flint and dent lines and triplets showed similar esti-

mates of  and correlations among the various criteria. This is in harmony with a pre-

vious study of Bar-Hen et al. (1995), who examined 974 maize inbred lines with morpho-

logical traits and RFLPs. Correlations of 1-f, GD

2ˆ gσ

SSR, or GDAFLP, with MPH were higher 

than reported by Ajmone Marsan et al. (1998) for AFLPs but similar to correlations of 

MPH with 1-f and GDs based on RFLPs in intra-pool crosses (Boppenmaier et al.,  1993; 

Smith et al., 1990). In addition, our study confirms the findings of Smith and Smith 

(1989b) that correlations of molecular markers or 1-f were considerably higher with MPH 

than with MDEUC or MDMAH. 

  

Distinctness vs. Conformity 

To confirm an essential derivation in the intention of the UPOV convention (UPOV, 

1991), three separate criteria must be fulfilled. An EDV must be (i) distinct from the IV, (ii) 

‘predominantly derived’ from the IV, and (iii) conform to it in the expression of it’s ‘essen-

tial characteristics’. Distinctness can be determined based on morphological traits by estab-

lished procedures for DUS testing. Establishing a predominant derivation will either  

require a directly documented evidence, e.g., by breeding books, or could be determined 

with molecular evidence similar to forensic approaches in the human sector (Gill et al., 

1995). However, the question of whether conformity in the expression of essential charac-

teristics should be assessed by phenotypic rather than molecular data is still unsolved. 

While differences in the expression of one single trait are sufficient to prove distinctness 

between two varieties, assessment of conformity should be based on a large number of 
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morphological traits and still could not give a definite answer due to the triangular relation-

ship mentioned above. 

Proponents of phenotypic data argue that the term ‘conform in the expression of it’s 

essential characteristics that result from the genotype’ (UPOV, 1991) implies the use of 

phenotypic data rather than molecular data. In contrast, opponents state that even highly 

heritable phenotypic traits can only offer an indirect measure of the relatedness of two cul-

tivars. In contrast, molecular data provide a direct estimate of the true relatedness of two 

genotypes because it is unbiased from environmental effects and reflects the percentage of 

the genome in common between the IV and a putative EDV. Based on our results, genetic 

distances based on molecular markers have clear advantages for identification of EDVs.  

 

Power of Morphological Distances and Heterosis for Identification of EDVs  

For MDEUC as well as for MDMAH, extensive overlaps of the frequency distributions 

of F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies were found in spite of the significant correlations 

with 1-f. Thus, Type I (α) and Type II (1-β) errors observed for MDs were considerably 

higher than observed for GDs based on molecular markers (Table 3). Consequently, MDs 

provide only a rough estimate of the true relatedness of two lines and can only poorly dis-

criminate F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies. These results confirm data from  ryegrass 

(Gilliland et al., 2000) and maize (Smith and Smith, 1989b) showing that morphological 

conformity could give an initial indication of the relatedness of two cultivars, particularly 

for highly conforming pairs of inbreds. However, a small MD between two varieties cannot 

be taken as a definitive proof that they are in fact closely related because of the triangular 

relationship between 1-f and MDs. 

In contrast to the triangular relationship between GDs and MDs, a linear relation-

ship of MPH with GDs or 1-f was observed as expected by quantitative genetic theory 

(Melchinger, 1999). However, in spite of the higher correlation of MPH with 1-f or GDs, 

MPH was not markedly superior to MDs regarding the power to discriminate between F2-, 

BC1- or BC2-derived progeny. This is attributable to the larger experimental error and GxE 

interactions of MPH in comparison with line per se performance (data not shown) as re-

flected by the comparison of h2
MPH vs. h2. 
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For nearly all scenarios examined, GDs based on SSRs or AFLPs were superior 

over MDs or MPH for any trait or combination of traits in their power β to discriminate 

among F2-, BC1, and BC2-derived progenies for given values of α. However, different from 

MDs and MPH, the use of SSR or AFLP markers would require thresholds specific for a 

given germplasm pool. This is necessary because flint and dent lines differed significantly 

in their mean GD between unrelated lines due to the different levels of polymorphism 

within each germplasm pool (Heckenberger et al., 2004a) 

 

Conclusions 

Based on our results, morphological distances and midparent heterosis can provide 

only an initial indication for putative EDVs. However, a reliable identification of EDVs by 

MPH or MDs alone is not possible due to the large overlaps in the frequency distributions 

of MDs and MPH of F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progenies. In addition, MDs and MPH 

have several disadvantages compared to molecular markers. First, assessment of morpho-

logical traits and MPH requires extensive field trials over several years and locations to 

minimize environmental effects. Therefore, these measurements are more expensive and 

time consuming than molecular marker analyses. Second, heterosis estimates requires pro-

duction and testing of hybrids. In addition, reciprocal crosses should be evaluated to mini-

mize the risk of maternal effects (Melchinger et al., 1986). Third, the scoring of morpho-

logical traits is to some extent subjective. Therefore, a number of check inbreds must be 

included in the study to warrant a high quality of morphological traits across different 

years and scoring persons. 

In conclusion, we recommend a multi-stage procedure for identification of EDVs 

with the initial use of morphological data from DUS testing and a consecutive finger- 

printing with a first set of at least 100 SSR markers or 20 AFLP PCs for putative EDVs. If 

doubts still prevail, whether a variety has been derived independently from another variety 

or not, the corresponding genotypes should be fingerprinted with a second set of SSRs or 

AFLPs. Use of MPH for identification of EDVs is problematic, because the rationale for 

using MPH is merely its linear relationship with 1-f and the biological mechanisms under-

lying heterosis are not fully understood.   
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Tables & Figures 
 

Table 1. Morphological and agronomic traits, their genotypic ( ) and genotype x environment in-

teraction ( ) variances and heritabilities (h

2
gσ

2
geσ 2) observed for 58 flint and dent maize lines in four 

or six environments in South Germany. 
  

Trait code UPOV 
code 

Test 
sites

2
gσ  2

geσ  h2†

Ear       
 diameter (mm) EDI 27 6 9.28** 0.47** 96.2
 number of kernels NKE -/- 6 3108** 558** 88.6
 type of grain (1-9 scale) TGR 30  4 2.04** 0.09** 97.4
 anthocyanin coloration (col.) of glumes of cob AGC 34  4 4.48** 0.05* 98.4
 anthocyanin col. of silks (1-9 scale) ACS 17  4 1.27** 0.22** 87.7
 color of dorsal side of grain (1-9 scale) CDG 32 4 0.37** 0.02 86.6
 color of tip of grain (1-9 scale) CTG 31  4 1.13** 0.03** 96.5
 length (mm) ELG 26  6 188.9** 39.9** 92.6
 number of rows of grain NGR 29 6 1.19** 0.14** 92.8
 days to silk emergence TSE 15 4 33.1** 3.45** 96.4

Kernels       
 thousand kernel weight (g) TKW -/- 6 1059** 168** 95.4
 grain yield (Mg*ha-1) GYD -/- 6 107.9** 39.2** 79.4
 grain yield of 4 hand harvested ears (g) GYE -/- 6 3.72** 0.47** 90.4

Leaf       
 angle between blade and stem (1-9 scale) LAN 4 4 1.04** 0.21** 88.4
 attitude of blade (1-9 scale) LAT 3 4 0.72** 0.02 90.1
 width of blade (mm) WBL 24 4 0.44** 0.11** 81.3

Plant       
 ear height (cm) EHT -/- 4 164.8** 29.0** 95.4
 length (cm) PLG 22  6 484.0** 51.3** 94.7

Tassel       
 anthocyanin col. of base of glume (1-9) ABG 8 4 2.90** 0.15** 94.7
 anthocyanin col. of glume excluding base (1-9) AEB 9 4 1.41** 0.19** 88.9
 length of side branches (br.)(cm) LSB 21 4 3.90** 1.19** 86.6
 angle between main axis and lateral br. (1-9) TAN 12  4 1.67** 0.25** 88.7
 anthocyanin col. of anthers (1-9) AAH 10 4 1.18** 0.35** 85.0
 attitude of lateral branches (1-9) ALB 13  4 1.59** 0.59** 80.6
 length of main axis above lowest side br. (cm) TLL 19 4 8.16** 2.73** 84.7
 length of main axis above upper side br. (cm) TLU 20  4 12.5** 0.44** 83.2
 number of primary lateral branches NLB 14  4 1.23** 0.18** 91.2
 days to anthesis TAH 7  4 21.7** 1.42** 96.7
 

†h2 = heritability on an entry-mean basis for line per se performance pooled across flint and dent lines
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Table 2. Estimates of mean, range, genotypic ( ) and genotype x environment interaction ( ) variances, heritability (h2
gσ 2

geσ 2
MPH) of mid-parent 

heterosis (MPH) observed for different morphological and agronomic traits of 114 flint and dent hybrids and their parental lines tested in 
four or six environments in South Germany as well as correlations (r) of MPH with coancestry (1-f), genetic distance based on 100 SSRs 
(GDSSR) or 20 AFLP primer combinations (GDAFLP), Euclidean (MDEUC) or Mahalanobis (MDMAH) morphological distances.  

 
 

Trait† MPH  2
gσ  2

geσ  h2
MPH

‡ r  

  

 
 

Mean Min. Max.        1-f GDSSR GDAFLP MDEUC MDMAH

EDI 0.09  0.01 0.18  < 0.001 < 0.001 91.3   0.68** 0.78** 0.76** 0.65** 0.55** 
NKE 0.59  0.03 1.34 0.070**  0.012** 96.3   0.76** 0.86** 0.87** 0.69** 0.60** 
ELG 0.25 0.02  

  

     

0.53 0.010** < 0.001 96.9   0.78** 0.85** 0.89** 0.68** 0.63** 
NGR 0.06  -0.02 0.16 0.010**  0.001** 73.2   0.38** 0.56** 0.50** 0.43** 0.39** 
TSE -0.06 -0.17 0.03 0.001**  0.001** 65.9   -0.70** -0.66** -0.70** -0.58** -0.51** 
TKW 0.10  -0.04 0.42 0.004**  0.002** 90.1   0.66** 0.71** 0.76** 0.55** 0.53** 
GYD 0.79  0.14 2.14 0.150**  0.054** 92.1   0.73** 0.84** 0.86** 0.72** 0.61** 
GYE 0.75  0.06 1.84 0.130**  0.021** 96.9   0.80** 0.90** 0.92** 0.66** 0.63** 
EHT 0.27  0.01 0.63 0.010**  0.005** 83.8   0.75** 0.78** 0.80** 0.58** 0.57** 
PLG 0.17 0.01 0.36 0.010**  0.001** 95.2 0.75** 0.85** 0.87** 0.63** 0.55**

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
*,**  Significant at the 0.05 or 0.01 probability level, respectively 
†  For abbreviations, see Table 1.
‡  h2

MPH
 = heritability on a triplet-mean basis for mid-parent heterosis pooled across flint and dent lines. 
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Table 3. Simple correlations between coancestry coefficient (1-f), genetic distances 
based on 100 SSRs (GDSSR) and 20 AFLP primer combinations (GDAFLP) as well 
as Euclidean (MDEUC) and Mahalanobis (MDMAH) morphological distances based 
on 25 traits (see Table 1) for 24 flint (below diagonal) and 34 dent inbreds (above 
diagonal).  

 
 

1-f GDSSR GDAFLP MDEUC MDMAH

1-f  0.75** 0.85** 0.58** 0.31** 
GDSSR 0.88**  0.92** 0.57** 0.40** 
GDAFLP 0.88** 0.97**  0.68** 0.40** 
MDEUC 0.55** 0.65** 0.65**  0.62** 
MDMAH 0.44** 0.49** 0.59** 0.76**  
      
 
** Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
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given pedigree relationships of their parental maize lines.  
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Table 4. Evaluation of different scenarios for thresholds T based on morphological distances, heterosis, and genetic distances based on SSRs and 
AFLPs.   

 
Parameter F2 vs. BC1 BC1 vs. BC2

  α=0.05  α=β  α=0.05  α=β  

 T 1-β T α = β T 1-β T α = β 
Morphological distances 

 
Euclidean (MDEUC)

  
         

        
         

4.0 0.18 5.8 0.32 3.1 0.40 4.1 0.21

Mahalanobis (MDMAH)
  

22.5 0.03 38.5 0.39 24.5 0.60 31.0 0.28

Heterosis
 
Grain yield (GYE)

  
         

        
         

        

        
         

        

0.24 0.05 0.58 0.39 0.24 0.47 0.41 0.25

Plant length (PLG)
  

0.08 0.29 0.13 0.31 0.03 0.30 0.08 0.29

Number of kernels per ear (NKE) 
  

0.17 0.02 0.48 0.47 0.22 0.52 0.36  0.24 

Cumulative†

  
0.14 0.07 0.29 0.38 0.13 0.49 0.21 0.25

Genetic distances 
 
100 SSRs (GDSSR)

  
         

        
         

        

0.21 0.68 0.25 0.14 0.08 0.38 0.12 0.18

20 AFLP PCs (GDAFLP)
  

0.12 0.65 0.14 0.21 0.04 0.37 0.05 0.10

 
†Average relative heterosis of five traits (GYE, ELG, NKE, PLG, EHT) showing highest correlation with 1-f; for abbreviations, see Table 1. 
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General Discussion 

6. General discussion 

 

The Concept of Essential Derivation within the Tendencies in Modern Plant Breeding 

A selection for simple and complex traits to improve domesticated animals or plants 

in highly developed long-term selection processes has for centuries been performed en-

tirely on their phenotypes. Even though this has proven to be a fabulously successful ap-

proach, the forthcoming age of biotechnology and genomics offers the prospect of  

shifting selection gradually from phenotypes to genotypes (Walsh, 2001). In addition, the 

available genome sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 

2000) as well as the growing number of identified genes in major crops, such as brachytic 

(Multani et al., 2003) or dwarf8 (Thornsberry et al., 2001) in maize (Zea mays L.), have 

provided plant breeders with new perspectives as the exploitation of sequence homologies 

with other crops or inter-specific introgression of favorable genes are (Walsh, 2000). 

In combination with already available tools like marker-assisted selection, these 

new approaches steadily reduce the time intervals necessary for breeding new varieties. 

This increases the pressure on plant breeders to release new varieties to keep up with the 

breeding progress of competitors. Therefore, marker and sequence information, cloned 

genes, germplasm resources as well as protected germplasm must be available to all bree-

ders, ensuring the most efficient breeding progress to the breeders of all crops. The concept 

of essential derivation, as implemented in the 1991 Act of the UPOV convention (UPOV, 

1991), is thus a first step towards a framework for regulations of the exchange of germ-

plasm among breeders and could be followed by regulations for exchange of marker in-

formation or DNA-sequences. 

 

Identification of EDVs and Rating of Threshold Scenarios  

Since its implementation in 1991, the EDV concept has gained explicit proponents 

as well as severe criticism. Troyer and Rocheford (2002) pled for low EDV thresholds 

(T≤0.10) with only low royalty fees to be paid by the breeders of EDVs over a short period 

of time because higher thresholds would cause more EDVs and fewer IDVs. As a result, 

more EDVs would give rise to more lawsuits and more royalty payments and thus more 
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money for lawyers and accountants. Investments in the germplasm development would 

consequently be limited and the rate of yield improvement would be expected to decrease 

(Duvick, 1984). Nevertheless, the number of intellectual property lawyers in the USA is 

growing faster than the amount of research (Barton, 2000). 

In contrast, the International Seed Federation (2002) strongly supports the EDV 

concept favoring thresholds from approx. GD=0.20 to 0.25, as suggested by Smith and 

Smith (1989), because it allows taking the above mentioned new technological develop-

ments into account. Furthermore, a strict threshold would support classical “creative” plant 

breeding and prevent from plagiarized “cosmetic” breeding, without hindering additive 

improving plant breeding. It would also enable building up a legal basis for balanced 

agreements among breeders as well as between breeders and inventors of patented proce-

dures or products. 

We have shown that Type I (α) and Type II (β) errors of a given GD threshold T 

were dependent on the crop, the degree of polymorphism of the marker system within the 

particular germplasm pool, the set of markers used, and the applied distance measure 

(Heckenberger et al., 2004). For example, T=0.25 based on Rogers’ distance resulted in a 

fairly low α=0.07 to detect a BC1-derived dent line as an EDV and would, therefore, be a 

possible EDV threshold to discriminate F2- and BC1-derived dent lines. For flint lines, 

however, T=0.25 yielded a considerably higher α=0.18. A possible threshold to distinguish 

between BC1-, and BC2-derived flint lines would be T=0.10. For dent and introgression 

lines, α-values were smaller than 0.02 and βΤ lower than 20%. This indicates that a  

threshold of T=0.10 would be too conservative to distinguish between BC1- and BC2-

derived dent or introgression lines and would consequently state the development of a BC2 

to a protected variety as an accepted breeding procedure (Troyer and Rocheford, 2002). 

In detail, ASSINSEL and SEPROMA proposed a two-stage threshold for the detec-

tion of EDVs with a “red zone” of GD(P1,O)<0.10, where a variety should be judged as an 

EDV, a “green zone” of GD(P1,O)>0.15 (SEPROMA) or GD(P1,O)>0.20 (ASSINSEL), where 

a variety should be judged as an IDV, and an “orange zone” between the two particular 

thresholds, where additional information is necessary to decide whether a variety is essen-

tially derived or not. For the proposal of ASSINSEL, this would indicate that breeding an 

F2-derived progeny from a protected line would be an accepted breeding procedure, but 

72%, 39%, and 19% of flint, dent, and introgression BC1-progenies would fall into the  
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“orange zone”. The proposal of SEPROMA would indicate that breeding a BC1-derived 

progeny from a protected line would be accepted with 36%, 13%, and 7% of flint, dent, 

and introgression BC2-progenies situated in the “orange zone”. For the “red zone” of  

ASSINSEL and SEPROMA, the same conclusions hold true as stated above for T=0.10. 

 

Threshold Scenarios already applied on other Crops 

In contrast to the presented scenarios based on the construction of frequency distri-

butions of GD for each particular level of relatedness, the breeders of lettuce (Lactuca sa-

tiva L.) adopted a different scenario for essential derivation (International Seed Federation, 

2003) based on a reference set that represent the total of all protected lettuce varieties. 

They agreed that a variety is deemed to beessentially derived if its GD to the initial variety 

was smaller than 95% of all the pairwise GDs of the reference set, independently of the 

marker system or the marker set used. For a recommended standard set of AFLP primer 

combinations, this threshold amounts currently to GD=0.05 based on 1- Jaccard’s (Jaccard, 

1908) similarity coefficient. 

In ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.), a provisional threshold of a squared Euclidean 

Distance of seven was adopted in 1999 with the intention of a critical review after five 

years. If the distance was seven or lower, the breeder of the IV may ask for ISF arbitration. 

The breeder of the putative EDV will have to show that he has not practiced essential deri-

vation from the IV. The arbitrators also have the right to ensure that the putative IV is not 

itself an EDV from a preexisting variety (Roldan Ruiz et al., 2000a). 

All above mentioned threshold scenarios, including the scenarios developed in this 

study, depend more or less on the choice of reference sets of varieties or inbred lines to 

adjust the thresholds according to a crop or germplasm pool. The choice of varieties to be 

included into reference sets for the development of thresholds is, therefore, a crucial issue 

for the identification of EDVs. As genetic diversity within a certain crop may differ bet-

ween countries or growing regions, a creation of the reference sets, representative for the 

crop or germplasm pool, may lead to problems. Consequently, thresholds should also be 

specific for the region they are developed for and the set of reference varieties must be 

assembled with caution. 
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Influence of intra-varietal Variation and Lab Error on the EDV Concept 

A considerable variation between accessions of the same maize line, caused by lab 

error, PCR artefacts, or heterogeneity within varieties due to mutation or outcrossing, was 

observed for both SSRs and AFLPs (Heckenberger et al., 2002; 2003). Our results for 

SSRs confirmed a study of Gethi et al. (2002), who reported a variation in SSRs of approx. 

8% between sources of the same inbred line. In addition, Vigouroux et al. (2002) and 

Matsuoka et al. (2002) reported considerable mutation rates, particularly for SSRs with a 

di-repeat motif, that were higher than expected for the natural mutation rate of genomic 

DNA. 

Within parent-progeny triplets, this intra-varietal variation leads primarily to non-

parental alleles (NPAs) in progeny lines. For SSRs, NPAs were found for 4.2% of all pro-

geny data points, which was considerably lower than reported by Bernardo and Kahler 

(2001). The size differences from the corresponding parental alleles ranged from 1 to 81bp 

with a mean of 14bp, but a considerable portion of NPAs differed only 1-3bp from their 

corresponding parental alleles and could, therefore, be re-scored and assigned to their pa-

rental alleles. NPAs were detected in 2.2% of all AFLP progeny data points, whereas 45% 

of all AFLP markers showed an NPA in at least one triplet. In addition, the number of 

NPAs per triplet was highly correlated between SSRs and AFLPs. 

The occurrence of NPAs decreases the correlation between the marker-estimated 

GD and the true GD, and should, therefore,be avoided as much as possible. Non-parental 

alleles were observed for a higher percentage of SSRs than of AFLPs, due to the lower 

error rate of a dominant marker system such as AFLPs (Heckenberger et al., 2003). In ad-

dition, the frequency distribution of size differences between NPAs and their corresponding 

parental alleles indicates that NPAs for SSRs were mainly caused by artificial stutter bands 

(Smith et al., 1997) or 1bp-differences between a parental and a progeny allele 

(Heckenberger et al., 2002). Hence, we recommend to avoid the use of SSRs with  

di-nucleotide repeat motifs for identification of EDVs, to minimize the probability of the 

occurrence of stutter bands and to reduce the risk of mutations (Vigouroux et al., 2002). 

However, the influence of NPAs on the selectivity of a particular marker system was rather 

small, and could be neglected after a cautious re-scoring of data. 
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For closely related genotypes, intra-varietal variation generally leads to an over-

estimation of GDs, to the benefit of the breeder of the putative EDV. The breeders of the 

IVs should, therefore, warrant a high level of homogeneity in their inbred lines for their 

own benefits. Consequently, we strongly recommend increased levels of homogeneity of 

maize inbred lines before applying for plant varietal protection, as well as replications of 

lab assays to minimize experimental errors. 

 

The use of Molecular Markers for DUS Testing

In several crops, e.g., oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.) (Lombard et al., 2000), soy-

bean (Glycine max L.) (Giancola et al., 2002), and maize (Dillmann et al., 1997), the use of 

molecular markers for testing of distinctness was evaluated. A common result of all the 

above-mentioned studies, including the present thesis, was that cultivars indistinguishable 

by morphological descriptors differed considerably in their banding patterns revealed by 

molecular markers. 

This indicates that molecular markers offer the possibility for a more accurate com-

parison of varieties than morphological traits do. These comparisons, however, might be 

too accurate to observe distinctness on the basis of single bands because of the limited  

reproducibility of molecular marker data due to PCR artifacts. Consequently, observing 

distinctness on the basis of molecular markers would require certain thresholds for dis-

tinctness, similar to EDV thresholds to observe on conformity. All the above-mentioned 

authors suggested, therefore, the use of phenotypic characters for DUS testing with only an 

additional application of molecular markers. 

 

Factors influencing the Relationship between f and GD

The coancestry coefficient (f) (Malécot, 1948) between parental lines and progenies 

was used in this study as a benchmark for breeding procedures applied for breeding the in 

the derivation of progenies. Factors influencing the relationship between f and GD were 

considered important for the validation of the ability of GDs to identify EDVs. 
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The value of f is defined as the probability that two homologous genes taken at ran-

dom, one from each individual, are identical by descent (ibd), i.e. they are copies of the 

same gene from a common ancestor. In contrast, the Genetic Similarity (1-GD) of lines is 

based on bands alike in state (ais), i.e. bands indistinguishable whether they are identical 

due to a common ancestor or due to the genetic background of the particular germplasm. 

Bands that were only ais but not ibd, subsequently designated as oais, were ignored in cal-

culating f, but remain considered for the calculation of GDs as they were indistinguishable 

from genes that were ibd. Consequently, for a close relationship between GD and f, the 

fraction of bands oais should be small (Messmer et al., 1993). 

As only GDs based on bands ais can currently be calculated, we used 
)2,1(

ˆ
PPGDµ of 

unrelated lines (f=0) within the same material group or germplasm pool as an estimator of 

the proportion of bands being oais. A method that might unravel the proportion of bands 

ibd and the conditional proportion of bands oais was proposed by Bernardo et al. (1996) 

using an iterative approach on the basis of known parent-progeny relationships. Neverthe-

less, the estimation of identity by descent with poorly or unknown pedigree relationships, 

as in the case of EDV, remains an unsolved problem. 

In addition, f is based on several simplifying but mostly unrealistic assumptions 

(Melchinger et al., 1991). The first assumption (all lines in the pedigree pathway are ho-

mogeneous and homozygous) may be justified for most of the highly inbred lines in this 

study, but may not be true for all lines used. For some lines examined in this study, up to 

25% heterozygous SSR loci were detected, although they were highly inbred. Violation of 

the second assumption (lines with no common parentage have f=0) leads to an underesti-

mation of f if progenitors are, in fact, related. The third assumption (lines derived from a 

cross obtained half of the genome from each parent) is most disputable, as observed in the 

present study. 

Furthermore, the relationship between f and GD is affected by selection, drift, and 

mutation. As the genetic model used for the simulation study was allowing for drift, but not 

for either selection or mutation, the good fit of observed and simulated data for F2-derived 

progenies indicates, that the variation in p for F2-derived lines was mainly caused by ge-

netic drift, whereas the influences of selection or mutation on p were negligible. This result 

was in agreement with the results published by Bernardo and Kahler (2001), who reported 
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that the mean parental contribution for unselected F2-progenies was close to the expected 

value of 0.50. Moreover, they found that the selection of progeny lines tended to increase 

the frequency of alleles of the parent selected for, whereas no significant differences with 

unselected progenies were observed. 

 

The Use of Computer Simulations  

The present triplet studies were carried out with empirical distributions for GD val-

ues between parents and progenies (GD(P1,O)). Due to a limited number of F2-, BC1-, and 

BC2-derived progenies, an analytical description of the distribution of GD(P1,O) is not yet 

available. Simulations, as evaluated by Bohn et al. (2004) in a companion study, were, 

therefore, used as an alternative approach to derive the distribution of the test statistic. The 

simulations were conducted using the PLABSIM software package (Frisch et al., 2000). 

This software enables to flexibly alter different crop or genome specific parameters, such 

as chromosome length, marker density, or degree of polymorphism of applied markers. 

Their effect on the distribution of GD(P1,O) can, thus, be directly assessed. 

Simulated GD(P1,O) values were calculated on the basis of mean and variance of GD 

values between unrelated lines of a particular germplasm pool. Depending on the accuracy 

of the estimation of 
)2,1( PPGDµ  and , the simulations proved to be a powerful tool to 

verify empirical distributions of GD

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

(P1,O). Moreover, the simulations can be applied to 

simulate EDV scenarios for any diploid crop, if parameters 
)2,1( PPGDµ  and , as well 

as the number of chromosomes and the chromosome length are known accurately, even 

when no empirical data of GD

2
)2,1( PPGDσ

(P1,O) is available. 

 

Direct vs. indirect Measures of Conformity 

Additionally to the use of molecular markers, which was proposed for identification 

of EDVs by various authors (Bernardo and Kahler, 2001; Dillmann et al., 1997; Roldan 

Ruiz et al., 2000a; Smith and Smith, 1989), the use of phenotypic descriptors, such as mor-

phological traits or heterosis, is still under consideration (ASSINSEL, 2000; Roldan Ruiz 

et al., 2000b; Gilliland et al., 2000; International Seed Federation, 2002; Smith and Smith, 
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1989). Supporters of phenotypic data application claim that the term ‘conform in the ex-

pression of its essential characteristics that result from the genotype’ (UPOV, 1991) implies 

the use of phenotypic data rather than molecular data. 

Numerous studies showed a triangular relationship between GDs based on molecu-

lar markers and morphological distances (MDs) based on phenotypic traits (Burstin and 

Charcosset, 1997; Dillmann and Guérin, 1998; Rebourg et al., 2001; Roldan Ruiz et al., 

2000b). By contrast, several studies reported linear relationships and high correlations be-

tween GDs and mid-parent heterosis (Melchinger, 1999; Boppenmaier et al., 1993; Smith 

and Smith, 1989; Ajmone Marsan et al., 1998). 

Opponents of the use of phenotypic data state that even highly heritable phenotypic 

traits can offer only a rough estimate of the true relatedness of two cultivars. Based on our 

results, GDs based on molecular markers have clear advantages for the identification of 

EDVs. First, molecular data provide a direct estimate of the true relatedness of two geno-

types because they are unbiased by the environmental effects. Second, molecular data  

reflect the percentage of the genome in common between the IV and a putative EDV, 

whereas certain morphological traits may differ in their expression within different  

environments, thus requiring extensive field trials. Third, a large number of markers is 

available for genotyping cultivars of all crops, but only a limited number of morphological 

traits can be observed with reasonable financial and labor efforts. Forth, only a small part 

of the genome might be involved in the expression of morphological traits, whereas mar-

kers can be chosen explicitly to ensure an equal and dense coverage of the genome. Fifth, 

scoring of marker bands can be automated to a large extent (Ziegle et al., 1992), thus being 

objective and reproducible, whereas morphological data may vary due to the subjectivity 

of the scoring person(s) (Nuel et al., 2001). Having all those issues in mind, we suggest a 

redefinition of the term “essential characteristics” in the sense that marker bands can also 

be regarded as essential characteristics in the terms of the UPOV convention (UPOV, 

1991). 
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Accepted vs. non-accepted Breeding Procedures 

No agreement on accepted or non-accepted breeding procedures has been achieved 

so far in maize. Studies on the influence of somaclonal variation during transformation 

yielded high similarities between transformed maize lines and their isogenic non-

transformed counterparts (Marhic et al., 1998; Murigneux et al., 1993). This indicates that 

transformed varieties will most likely be judged as EDVs (Borgo et al., 2002) from their 

isogenic counterparts, even if they are distinct from them. 

Regarding the number of acceptable backcrosses, proponents of low GD thresholds 

(e.g., GD≤0.15) state that the original UPOV convention gives the term “backrosses” in its 

plural form in the examples of breeding procedures yielding EDVs (ASSINSEL, 1999), 

indicating that at least one backcross to a protected variety should be accepted. In contrast, 

opponents of low GD thresholds argue that by developing a BC1, up to 95% of the genome 

of the recurrent parent can be maintained by marker assisted selection, which is against the 

intention of using a variety as a source of initial variation. However, no consensus has cur-

rently been achieved. 

 

Conclusion and Outlook 

The present thesis provides the first detailed comparison of various distance mea-

sures on their ability to identify EDVs in maize. We have shown that for various reasons 

GDs based on molecular markers are superior to MDs or heterosis in reflecting the true 

genetic relationships of two cultivars. Consequently, procedures for the identification of 

EDVs should be developed with an emphasis on molecular marker technologies, rather 

than on phenotypic traits. 

For future prospects, a growing number of markers will be available for each 

marker system, ensuring an increased precision of GD estimates (Foulley and Hill, 1999) 

and, therefore, reducing the probabilities of being judged for essential derivation by 

chance. In addition, new marker systems and techniques, such as single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs), or expression profiles in combination with microarrays or DNA chips 

will further increase the accuracy of molecular methods in estimating the true genetic  

relatedness of two cultivars. Finally, an adapted form of forensic approaches (Gill et al., 
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1995; Graham et al., 2000), already applied successfully in human genetics for verification 

of parentage or disproving suspects, could aid in the identification of EDVs. 
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Summary 

7. Summary 

 

The ‘breeder’s exemption’ as fixed in the UPOV convention on plant variety protec-

tion allows the use of protected germplasm for the development of new plant varieties. The 

aim of this concept is the creation of new genetic variation to guarantee a continuous 

breeding progress. However,  the use of molecular markers in backcrossing programs and 

genetic engineering has created the technical basis to develop new plant varieties without 

original breeding efforts. Therefore, the concept of ‘essential derivation’ was implemented 

into the 1991 Act of the UPOV convention to distinguish between varieties that resulted 

from intensive and creative selection programs and cultivars that were developed without 

major genetic changes from these former varieties. Accordingly, a variety is deemed to be 

essentially derived from an initial variety (IV), if it (i) was predominantly derived from the 

IV, (ii) is clearly distinguishable from the IV, and (iii) genetically conforms to the IV in the 

expression of it’s essential characteristics. 

The goal of this thesis was to evaluate and compare different approaches to assess 

conformity in the expression of the essential characteristics between IV and essentially 

derived varieties (EDVs) and to derive a theoretical and experimental basis for the devel-

opment of thresholds to distinguish between independently derived varieties and EDVs in 

maize (Zea mays L.). The main focus was set on the evaluation of  genetic distances based 

on ‘simple sequence repeats’ (SSRs) and ‘amplified fragment length polymorphisms’ 

(AFLPs) as well as the factors contributing to the GD between parental inbreds and their 

progeny lines. Furthermore, the ability of heterosis and morphological distances for identi-

fication of EDVs was examined. In detail, the objectives were to (1) investigate genetic 

and technical sources of variation in data derived from simple sequence repeats (SSR) and 

amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLPs) within maize inbreds and assess their 

impact on identification of EDVs, (2) analyze the factors influencing genetic distances 

(GD) based on SSRs and AFLPs between related maize inbred lines, (3) investigate the 

power of SSR- and AFLP-based GD estimates, morphological distances and heterosis for 

discriminating between progenies derived from F2, BC1, and BC2 populations, (4) exem-

plify theoretical and simulated results with experimental data, and (5) draw conclusions 

with regard to EDV thresholds suggested in the literature. 
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A total of 220 flint, dent, and US maize inbred lines was genotyped with 100 SSRs 

equally distributed across the maize genome. The 220 lines comprised 163 triplets. A trip-

let consisted of one progeny and both parental lines, where the former was developed from 

an F2-, BC1-, or BC2 population. A subset of 58 lines (38 triplets) was genotyped addition-

ally with 20 AFLP primer combinations. Furthermore, morphological traits and heterosis 

were observed for these 38 triplets in a field experiment over two years and three locations.   

In addition, two to five accessions from nine inbred lines and five doubled haploid 

(DH) lines were taken from different sources or drawn as independent samples from the 

same seed lot and genotyped with SSRs and AFLPs to examine the variation of SSR and 

AFLP data within maize inbred lines. The GD between accessions of the same inbred or 

DH line amounted to 0.03 for SSRs and to 0.01 for AFLPs and was, therefore, of minor 

importance for identification of EDVs. 

Parental genome contribution to F2-derived lines estimated with SSRs ranged from 

0.25 to 0.70 with a mean of 0.49. Deviations of the mean from the expected value can be 

explained by the occurrence of non-parental bands that were detected in 4% of all data-

points. The parental contribution of the recurrent parent to BC1-derived progenies varied 

from 0.44 to 0.79 with an average of 0.64 and was significantly smaller than the expected 

parental genome contribution of 0.75. The distributions of  GD values for parental lines 

and their F2- and BC1-derived progeny overlapped for simulated as well as for experimen-

tal data. 

An analysis of variance revealed that for F2-derived progeny lines 34% of the vari-

ance of the GD between parent and progeny line ( ) were explained by the variance 

of the GD between the parental lines ( ) and 66% by the variance of the parental 

contribution ( ). For BC
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Assuming that the derivation of a line from an F2 population was an accepted breed-

ing procedure and the derivation from a BC1 population would not be accepted, we ob-

served Type II errors (β) ranging from 0.23 to 0.37 depending on the germplasm pool for a 

given Type I error (α) of 0.05. For a threshold between BC1 and BC2, β ranged from 0.40 

to 0.60 with an increasing tendency for higher BC levels. For fixed GD thresholds of 
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T=0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10 suggested in the literature, substantial differences for α and β 

were found between different germplasm pools. Therefore, thresholds need to be gene pool 

specific and different thresholds for potential EDVs from intra-pool crosses than for proge-

nies from inter-pool crosses must be applied.  

Discrimination of F2-, BC1-, and BC2-derived progeny lines on the basis of heterosis 

and morphological distances revealed β values ranging from 0.50 to 0.95 depending on the 

trait or combination of traits. Therefore, heterosis and morphological distances were fairly 

inappropriate tools for identification of EDVs due to the larger overlaps of F2-, BC1-, and 

BC2-distributions compared to GDs based on molecular markers. 

In general, SSRs and AFLPs were the most adequate tools to uncover close pedigree 

relationships between maize inbred lines and to discriminate among lines derived with ac-

cepted or non-accepted breeding procedures. Therefore, the results presented in this study 

provide an example for identification of EDVs and can be transferred to other diploid crops 

by adjusting the corresponding thresholds.  
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8. Zusammenfassung 

 

Das in der UPOV-Konvention festgelegte „Züchterprivileg“ sichert allen Züchtern 

die freie Verwendung von geschützten Sorten zur Schaffung neuer genetischer Variation 

und ist damit Garant für nachhaltigen Zuchtfortschritt. Da das Züchterprivileg jedoch auf 

verschiedene Weise unterlaufen werden kann, z. B. bei Re-Selektion innerhalb von ge-

schützten Sorten, fortgesetzter Rückkreuzung zu geschützten Sorten, oder durch punktuelle 

gentechnische Veränderungen geschützter Sorten, wurde von der UPOV 1991 das Konzept 

der „abgeleiteten Sorten“ (essentially derived varieties, EDVs) eingeführt, um diesen 

Missbrauch zu verhindern. Eine Sorte ist demnach von einer Ausgangssorte abgeleitet, 

wenn (i) die Sorte sich zumindest in einem Registermerkmal von der Ausgangssorte unter-

scheidet, (ii) der Züchter die Sorte hauptsächlich aus der Ausgangssorte entwickelt hat und 

(iii) die Sorte weitestgehend genetisch identisch ist mit der Ausgangssorte.  

Hauptziel dieser Arbeit war es, bei Mais verschiedene Methoden zur Feststellung 

der genetischen Übereinstimmung zwischen Ausgangssorte und potentiellen EDVs zu un-

tersuchen und miteinander zu vergleichen, um eine theoretische und experimentelle Basis 

zur Festlegung von Grenzwerten zur Unterscheidung von EDVs und unabhängigen Sorten 

zu erarbeiten. Im Vordergrund stand dabei die Evaluierung von genetischen Distanzen 

(GDs) basierend auf molekularen Markern, wie „simple sequence repeats“ (SSRs) und 

„amplified fragment length polymorphisms“ (AFLPs) sowie Faktoren, welche die GD zwi-

schen Eltern und Nachkommen bestimmen. Ebenso wurde die Möglichkeit untersucht, 

morphologische Merkmale oder Heterosis zur Bestimmung von EDVs zu verwenden. Ein-

zelziele der Arbeit waren: (1) die Untersuchung der Variation von SSRs und AFLPs inner-

halb von Maisinzuchtlinien; (2) die Bestimmung der Variation des Genombeitrags von 

Elternlinien zu ihren Nachkommenlinien; (3) die Unterscheidung von Maisinzuchtlinien 

aus F2-, BC1- und BC2-Nachkommenschaften anhand von SSR- und AFLP- basierten GDs 

sowie morphologischen Merkmalen und Heterosis; (4) die Verifikation von theoretischen 

und simulierten Daten aus einer Begleitstudie und (5) die Bewertung der Ergebnisse im 

Hinblick auf verschiedene in der Literatur vorgeschlagene EDV-Grenzwerte. 

Insgesamt wurden 220 Flint-, Dent- und US-Maisinzuchtlinien mit 100 gleichmä-

ßig über das Maisgenom verteilten SSRs genotypisiert. Darunter befanden sich 163 
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Triplets bestehend aus einer Nachkommenlinie und beiden Elternlinien, wobei erstere ent-

weder aus einer F2-, BC1-, oder BC2- Population entwickelt wurde. Ein Teilsatz aus 58 

Linien (38 Triplets) wurde zusätzlich mit 20 AFLP-Primerkombinationen genotypisiert. In 

einem dreiortigen Feldexperiment über zwei Jahre wurden darüber hinaus morphologische 

Merkmale und Heterosis für diese 38 Triplets erfasst. 

Eine SSR- und AFLP-Analyse verschiedener Akzessionen derselben Maisinzucht-

linie, beispielsweise aus der Erhaltungszüchtung verschiedener Züchter oder aus unter-

schiedlichen Vermehrungsstufen, wurde zur Untersuchung der Variation von Markerdaten 

innerhalb von Maisinzuchtlinien herangezogen. Die GD zwischen Akzessionen derselben 

Linie betrug dabei im Mittel 0,03 für SSRs bzw. 0,01 für AFLPs und erwies sich damit als 

vernachlässigbar für die Bestimmung von EDV-Grenzwerten. 

Der mit SSRs bestimmte elterliche Genombeitrag zu den F2-abgeleiteten  Nach-

kommenlinien variierte zwischen 25% und 70% bei einem Mittel von 49%. Die Abwei-

chung des Mittelwertes vom Erwartungswert von 50% lassen sich mit dem Auftreten 

nichtelterlicher Banden erklären, die bei 4% aller Datenpunkte detektiert wurden. Der Ge-

nombeitrag des rekurrenten Elters zu den BC1-abgeleiteten Nachkommenlinien variierte 

von 44% bis 79% bei einem Mittel von 64% und war dabei signifikant (P<0,05) kleiner als 

der Erwartungswert von 75%. Sowohl bei simulierten als auch bei experimentellen Daten 

wurden Überlappungen zwischen den GD-Verteilungen von F2- und BC1- abgeleiteten 

Linien zu ihren Eltern gefunden.  

Eine Varianzanalyse ergab, dass bei F2-abgeleiteten Nachkommenlinien die Vari-

anz der GD zwischen Elter und Nachkommenlinie ( ) zu ca. 34% durch die Varianz 

der GD der Elternlinien ( ) und zu ca. 66% durch die Varianz des elterlichen Ge-

nombeitrags ( ) erklärt wird. Für BC
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Unter der Annahme, dass die Ableitung einer Linie aus einer F2-Population ein ak-

zeptiertes Verfahren wäre, die Ableitung aus einer BC1-Population jedoch nicht akzepta-

bel, wurde bei einem angenommenen Fehler 1. Art (α) von 0,05 je nach Genpool und ver-

wendetem Markersystem ein Fehler 2. Art (β) von 0,23 bis 0,37 festgestellt. Für einen 
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Grenzwert zwischen BC1 und BC2 liegt β zwischen 0,40 und 0,60 mit steigender Tendenz 

für höhere BC-Generationen. Für die in der Literatur vorgeschlagenen fixen Grenzwerte 

von T=0,25, 0,20, 0,15, und 0,10 wurden beträchtliche Differenzen für α und β zwischen 

verschiedenen Genpools gefunden, was die Anwendung genpoolspezifischer Grenzwerte 

nahe legt. Ebenso sollten spezifische Grenzwerte für potentielle EDVs aus intra-pool Kreu-

zungen gegenüber inter-pool Kreuzungen entwickelt werden. 

Die Trennung von F2-, BC1- und BC2-abgeleiteten Nachkommenlinien auf der Ba-

sis von morphologischen Distanzen und Heterosis ergab für α=0,05 β-Werte zwischen 0,50 

und 0,95 je nach Merkmal bzw. Merkmalskombination. Sie erwies sich somit als wenig 

geeignet zur Identifikation von EDVs, da die F2 -, BC1- und BC2-Verteilungen deutlich 

stärker überlappten als die mit Marker ermittelten GDs. 

Generell erwiesen sich SSRs und AFLPs als am besten geeignet, enge Verwandt-

schaftsbeziehungen zwischen Maisinzuchtlinien aufzudecken und zwischen Linien zu un-

terscheiden, die mittels akzeptierten bzw. nicht akzeptierten Zuchtverfahren erstellt wur-

den. Die in dieser Studie vorgestellten Ergebnisse können somit als exemplarisch für die 

Identifikation von EDVs betrachtet werden und können durch Adjustierung der entspre-

chenden Schwellenwerte auf andere diploide Kulturarten übertragen werden. 
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9. Appendix   
 
Table A.  List of parents and progeny lines genotyped in the study of chapter 4. 
 

Flint  Dent US 

 parent progeny   parent progeny  parent progeny

C x   623 x   52BS26 x  
CD1  x  663 x   B100 x  
CD167 x   1720 x   B101 x  
CD2  x  1784 x   B102 x  
CD3  x  1790 x   B105-1 x  
CD4  x  2589 x   B106 x  
CE1  x  CO255 x   B97 x  
CE2  x  D06 x   B99 x  
CE3  x  D16 x x  BS10-n-1 x  
CE4  x  D17 x x  BS11-n-12 x  
CE5  x  D19 x   D5BS26 x  
CE6  x  D22 x   DBS26 x  
CE7  x  D23  x     
CO255 x   D24  x  Introgression 
D x   D38  x  FB-1  x 
D145 x   D408  x  FB-10  x 
D146 x   D46  x  FB-11  x 
D147 x   D48  x  FB-12  x 
D149 x   D504  x  FB-13  x 
D150 x   D60  x  FB-14  x 
D167 x   D61  x  FB-15  x 
D171 x   D62  x  FB-3  x 
D503 x   D63  x  FB-6  x 
DK105 x   D64  x  FB-8  x 
E x   D66  x  FB-9  x 
F004  x  D67  x  L005  x 
F006  x  D701  x  L007  x 
F009  x  D704 x   L012  x 
F011  x  D711  x  L017  x 
F014  x  D726  x  L019  x 
F017  x  D757 x   L020  x 
F018 x x  D83  x  L021  x 
F020  x  DK105 x   P037  x 
F023  x  F x   S015  x 
F027  x  FG1  x  S016  x 
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Table A (continued). List of parents and progeny lines genotyped in the study of chapter 4. 
 

Flint  Dent Introgression 

 parent progeny   parent progeny  parent progeny
F036  x  FH1  x  S017  x 
F038  x  G x   S018  x 
F039  x  H x   S019  x 
F040  x  LO977 x   S020  x 
F042  x  M001  x  S021  x 
F2U-1  x  M002  x  S022  x 
F2U-10  x  M003  x  S023  x 
F2U-11  x  M006  x  S024  x 
F2U-12  x  M009  x  S025  x 
F2U-13  x  N001 x   S026  x 
F2U-14  x  NQ1  x  S027  x 
F2U-15  x  NQ10  x  S028  x 
F2U-16  x  NQ2  x  S030  x 
F2U-2  x  NQ3  x  S031  x 
F2U-3  x  NQ4  x  UB-1  x 
F2U-4  x  NQ5  x  UB-10  x 
F2U-5  x  NQ6  x  UB-11  x 
F2U-7  x  NQ7  x  UB-12  x 
F2U-8  x  NQ8  x  UB-2  x 
F2U-9  x  NQ9  x  UB-3  x 
F7D-1  x  P009 x x  UB-6  x 
F7D-2  x  P015  x  UB-7  x 
F7D-3  x  P017  x  UB-8  x 
F7D-4  x  P02425  x  UB-9  x 
F7U-1  x  P041  x     
F7U-2  x  P042  x     
F7U-3  x  P043  x     
F7U-4  x  PD014-1  x     
FL025  x  PD014-2  x     
I x   PD014-3  x     
ICD-2  x  Q001 x      
ICD-4  x  R0346 x      
ICD-5  x  R2188 x      
ICU-2  x  UH200 x x     
ICU-3  x  UH201  x     
ICU-4  x  UH300  x     
ICU-5  x  D09 x      
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Table A (continued). List of parents and progeny lines genotyped in the study of chapter 4. 
 

Flint  Dent Introgression 

 parent progeny   parent progeny  parent progeny
ICU-6  x  D30 x      
ICU-7  x  D89 x      
ICU-8  x         
ICU-9  x         
J x          
K x          
K1077 x          
K2050B x          
K2148C  x         
K3164B x          
L x          
R1143 x          
S208  x         
UH001 x x         
UH002  x         
UH003  x         
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Table B. Parent-offspring triplets of chapter 4 and their pedigree relationships.  
 
Parent 1 Parent 2 Progeny f(P1,P2) Type 

Dent     
0663 1720 D60 0.000 F2
0663 D16 D24 0.000 F2
0663 D06 D19 0.000 F2
2589 0663 D22 0.000 F2
0663 D408 D83 0.000 F2
D06 D61 P017 0.000 F2
D83 D46 UH300 0.000 F2
LO977 R0346 R2188 0.000 F2
D704 D726 M003 0.000 F2
F G FG1 0.000 F2
F H FH1 0.000 F2
1790 D06 D23 0.000 F2
N001 Q001 NQ1 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ2 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ3 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ4 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ5 0.000 F2 
DK105 0663 D711 0.000 F2
N001 Q001 NQ6 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ7 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ8 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ9 0.000 F2 
N001 Q001 NQ10 0.000 F2 
P02425 UH200 PD014-1 0.010 F2
P02425 UH200 P041 0.010 F2
P02425 UH200 P042 0.010 F2
P02425 UH200 PD014-2 0.010 F2
P02425 UH200 P043 0.010 F2
P02425 UH200 PD014-3 0.010 F2
D23 D46 UH300 0.029 F2
D64 D06 P009 0.219 F2
D64 D06 P015 0.219 F2
D711 D704 M006 0.375 F2
D711 D704 M009 0.375 F2
D711 D701 M001 0.406 F2
D711 D757 M002 0.406 F2
D23 D06 UH200 0.500 F2
D23 D06 UH201 0.500 F2
0663 1720 D63 0.000 BC1
0663 1720 D64 0.000 BC1
0663 1720 D66 0.000 BC1
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Table B (continued). Parent-offspring triplets of chapter 4 and their pedigree relationships.  
 

Parent 1 Parent 2 Progeny f (P1,P2) Type 
0663 1720 D67 0.000 BC1
0663 D16 D48 0.000 BC1
0663 D17 D61 0.000 BC1
0663 1784 D38 0.000 BC1
0663 0623 D46 0.000 BC1
0663 D504 D701 0.000 BC1
0663 D504 D757 0.000 BC1
0663 CO255 D704 0.000 BC1
0663 D17 D62 0.000 BC2

Flint 
    

D146 C F018 0.000 F2
D167 C F020 0.000 F2
CO255 D503 R1143 0.000 F2
DK105 K2050B K2148C 0.000 F2
K1077 S208 K3164B 0.000 F2
C D145 CD1 0.000 F2
C D145 CD2 0.000 F2
C D145 CD3 0.000 F2
C D145 CD4 0.000 F2
C E CE1 0.000 F2
C E CE2 0.000 F2
C E CE3 0.000 F2
C E CE4 0.000 F2
C E CE5 0.000 F2
C E CE6 0.000 F2
C E CE7 0.000 F2
I C F023 0.000 F2
J C F020 0.000 F2
K L F027 0.000 F2
CD167 F011 FL025 0.056 F2
CD167 UH001 F038 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 F039 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-2 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-3 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-4 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-5 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-6 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-7 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-8 0.060 F2
F023 UH001 ICU-9 0.060 F2
F023 D171 F040 0.074 F2
F023 D171 ICD-2 0.074 F2
F023 D171 F042 0.074 F2
F023 D171 ICD-4 0.074 F2
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Table B (continued). Parent-offspring triplets of chapter 4 and their pedigree relationships.  
 

Parent 1 Parent 2 Progeny f (P1,P2) Type 
F023 D171 ICD-5 0.074 F2
D149 D150 F009 0.106 F2
D149 D150 F011 0.106 F2
D149 D150 UH002 0.106 F2
D149 D171 UH003 0.128 F2
D149 D171 F014 0.128 F2
D149 D171 F017 0.128 F2
D147 D171 F004 0.133 F2
D147 D171 UH001 0.133 F2
D147 D171 F006 0.133 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-1 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-2 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-3 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-4 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-5 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F036 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-7 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-8 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-9 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-10 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-11 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-12 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-13 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-14 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-15 0.159 F2
F020 UH001 F2U-16 0.159 F2
F027 UH001 F7U-1 0.171 F2
F027 UH001 F7U-2 0.171 F2
F027 UH001 F7U-3 0.171 F2
F027 UH001 F7U-4 0.171 F2
F027 D171 F7D-1 0.243 F2
F027 D171 F7D-2 0.243 F2
F027 D171 F7D-3 0.243 F2
F027 D171 F7D-4 0.243 F2

Introgression triplets 
UH300 B105-1 UB-7 0.000 F2
UH300 B105-1 UB-8 0.000 F2
UH300 B105-1 UB-9 0.000 F2
UH300 B105-1 UB-10 0.000 F2
UH300 B105-1 UB-11 0.000 F2
D30 BS10-n-1 S025 0.000 F2
D06 BS10-n-1 S026 0.000 F2
D06 BS10-n-1 S027 0.000 F2
D06 BS10-n-1 S028 0.000 F2
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Table B (continued). Parent-offspring triplets of chapter 4 and their pedigree relationships.  
 

Parent 1 Parent 2 Progeny f (P1,P2) Type 
D5BS26 B99 L007 0.000 F2
B105-1 UH200 UB-12 0.000 F2
UH200 B105-1 UB-1 0.000 BC1
UH200 B105-1 S031 0.000 BC1
UH200 B105-1 UB-2 0.000 BC1
UH300 B101 UB-3 0.000 BC1
UH300 B101 P037 0.000 BC1
UH300 B105-1 UB-6 0.000 BC1
BS10-n-1 D23 S015 0.000 BC1
BS10-n-1 D23 S016 0.000 BC1
BS10-n-1 D23 S017 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D09 S018 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D09 S019 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D09 S020 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D89 S021 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D89 S022 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D89 S023 0.000 BC1
BS11-n-12 D89 S024 0.000 BC1
B105-1 UH200 S030 0.000 F2
52BS26 B97 L005 0.000 F2
DBS26 F028 L012 0.000 F2
F011 B97 FB-1 0.000 F2
F011 B97 L017 0.000 F2
F011 B97 FB-3 0.000 F2
F011 B97 L019 0.000 F2
F011 B97 L020 0.000 F2
F011 B97 FB-6 0.000 F2
F011 B97 L021 0.000 F2
F011 B100 FB-8 0.000 F2
F011 B100 FB-9 0.000 F2
F011 B100 FB-10 0.000 F2
F011 B100 FB-11 0.000 F2
F011 B100 FB-12 0.000 F2
F011 B102 FB-13 0.000 F2
F011 B102 FB-14 0.000 F2
F011 B106 FB-15 0.000 F2
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Table C. Parent offspring triplets of chapter 5 and their pedigree relationships. 
 
Parent 1 Parent 2 Progeny f(P1,P2) Type 

Flint 
D146 C1 F018 0.000 F2
D167 C1 F020 0.000 F2
CO255 D503 R1143 0.000 F2
D149 D150 F009 0.106 F2
D149 D150 F011 0.106 F2
D149 D150 UH002 0.106 F2
D149 D171 UH003 0.128 F2
D149 D171 F014 0.128 F2
D149 D171 F017 0.128 F2
D147 D171 F004 0.133 F2
D147 D171 UH001 0.133 F2
D147 D171 F006 0.133 F2

Dent 
0663 1720 D60 0.000 F2
0663 D16 D24 0.000 F2
0663 D06 D19 0.000 F2
2589 0663 D22 0.000 F2
0663 D408 D83 0.000 F2
D06 D61 P017 0.000 F2
D83 D46 UH300 0.000 F2
D704 D726 M003 0.000 F2
1790 D06 D23 0.000 F2
D64 D06 P009 0.219 F2
D64 D06 P015 0.219 F2
D711 D704 M006 0.375 F2
D711 D704 M009 0.375 F2
D711 D701 M001 0.406 F2
D711 D757 M002 0.406 F2
D23 D06 UH200 0.500 F2
D23 D06 UH201 0.500 F2
0663 1720 D63 0.000 BC1
0663 1720 D64 0.000 BC1
0663 1720 D66 0.000 BC1
0663 1720 D67 0.000 BC1
0663 D16 D48 0.000 BC1
0663 D17 D61 0.000 BC1
0663 1784 D38 0.000 BC1
0663 0623 D46 0.000 BC1
0663 D17 D62 0.000 BC2
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Table D.  Pedigree relationships among progeny lines of 
chapter 5 developed from the same parental lines.  

 
No O1 O2 f(O1,O2)

Flint  
1  UH003 F014 0.55 
2  UH003 F017 0.55 
3  F009 F011 0.58 
4  F009 UH002 0.58 
5  F011 UH002 0.79 
6  F014 F017 0.88 
7  F004 UH001 0.94 
8  F004 F006 0.94 
9  UH001 F006 0.97 

Dent  
10  P009 P015 0.55 
11  D63 D67 0.88 
12  D64 D67 0.88 
13  D66 D67 0.88 
14  UH200 UH201 0.89 
15  M006 M009 0.92 
16  D63 D66 0.97 
17  D64 D66 0.97 
18  D63 D64 0.98 
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Euclidean Distance 

0.00 2.48 4.96 7.44 9.92 
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Figure A.  Dendrograms based on pairwise (A) Euclidean, or (B) Mahalanobis morphological distances from 25 morphological and agronomic 

traits. Flint and dent lines are indicated by F and D, respectively. 
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